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THE SCAR MIRROR by Chris Tutty
Shopping for furniture to equip a new house was, it turned out, even less pleasurable and
even more arduous than it had seemed in theory.
All those brands and their extortionate prices to compare. Hefty deposits to put down, making
the bank balance lighter and the conscience heavier. Warranties to take out. Swearing and
struggling to shoehorn the smaller items into the back of the car without scuffing something,
then struggling to catch up with work and social appointments in the weeks-long wait for the
larger pieces to be delivered. All the while, chances to do something more edifying accreted,
until the new homeowner could scarcely remember what happy normality felt like.
All done now, thank whatever gods there might be, one last thing notwithstanding: a bedroom
needs a mirror.
Fran and Tom’s budget had stretched to its breaking point, finally snapping like an
overburdened rubber band, and they had maxed out their credit cards to fully furnish the
place. Thousands of pounds to acquire carpeting, wallpaper, sofas, tables, chairs, a new bed, a
full set of kitchen appliances (the price you pay for the privilege of clean dishes!), and more,
and more, one thing after another—and still a mirror short.
Now, Fran desperately hoped that one of the charity or thrift shops in town might have
something suitable for a few pounds. The living room, kitchen, bathroom and bedroom each
had its own style and colour scheme, and even with the exceeded budget (or rather, because
of it) the bedroom had ended up as enough of an unintentionally bohemian mix-and-match
job that a second-hand mirror, probably with a few dents or chips to the frame, wouldn’t look
too far out of place.
The new-and-used shop near the bottom end of the high street was the nearest geographically
and the first place of its kind on her itinerary. Hopefully it would be the only one she’d need
to visit; any more searching for furniture and she expected the stress would make her skin
break out the way it had in her teens.
And still the fridge, freezer and cupboards would need replenishing before the week’s end! If
a deity who determined the fate of humanity and kept them under its thumb existed, then as
far as Fran was concerned it surely manifested itself to her as a variety of denominations with
the Queen’s face on them.
She let herself into the cosy, privately owned thrift joint, which was sandwiched between a
takeaway and a newsagent’s. Inside, glad for the respite from the cold, she navigated shelves
of paperback books (some new, most battered), DVDs (some new, most scratched),
tchotchkes and trinkets, toys and board games, clothes and shoes, and boxes full of old vinyl
compilations of songs no-one remembered. She and Tom used to give unwanted goods and
what small change they could spare to charities and second–hand ventures—although she
hadn’t visited this particular shop before. Besides, their days of donating to good causes were
over for the foreseeable future, now that the new house had consumed their money and, she
was beginning to feel, their souls.
What furniture the thrift place had in stock was kept at the back near a door leading to a staff
room, a storage room, and a broom cupboard masquerading as an office. On display were a
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set of old wooden dining chairs, a wooden wardrobe with one of its doorknobs missing, a
small newspaper and magazine rack and, hanging on the wall next to the wardrobe, a
rectangular mirror in a thin frame of grey metal. Her eyes alighted on it and she startled
briefly at her reflection before realising that it was herself she saw and that her doppelganger
was not staring at her through a hole in the shop’s wall.
At last, a little luck. The mirror was ideal: two and a half by one and a half feet, perfectly
sized and shaped for hanging above the dressing table. Large without being ostentatious. The
right size for appraising the whole upper body; checking that her makeup was satisfactory,
ensuring that no label stuck out of her clothes, making doubly sure that the little crater of an
acne scar next to her nose was properly masked with concealer, and appraising all the other
little things that conspired to make her feel that something was wrong with her.
Fran had always had a thorny relationship with mirrors and her own reflection. Current
financial woes would pass, but deep-seated personal issues would not. A mirror helped one to
look their best even as it fostered low self-esteem; it reassured that one looked alright and that
everything was in place even as it drew attention to flaws.
A price tag was tacked to the mirror’s frame, and ‘£15’ was scrawled in blue felt-tip. Cheap
enough to seem a bargain but still just about enough to suggest a reasonable quality of build.
She looked up from the price and back to her reflection. Her guts lurched at the sight of a
blood streak that had appeared next to her nose and was dribbling slowly down to her chin.
Her acne scar was bleeding! How?
She squinted, her mouth hanging open as she stepped closer to the mirror, then swore as she
bumped against one of the wooden chairs. She looked around, embarrassed by the
disturbance and her muttered oath, holding a hand to her face to hide the bleeding. The lady
behind the till and the young man adding new stock to a shelf looked around at the
disturbance, the lady smiling sympathetically as if to admit that the cramped arrangements
were not ideal for perusing but were the best they could do with such space as they had. The
lad quickly turned back to his stacking and sorting, politely pretending to have seen nothing.
Turning back to the mirror, Fran frowned and angled her head to examine herself. The old
acne scar was invisible beneath the concealer. No blemishes or spots, nothing to be
embarrassed about. For a moment, though, before the distraction of bumping into the chair,
she could have sworn there had been an angry little crater there, and a trickle of blood and
pus had been running from it down her cheek. Now, there was nothing to see, either on her
face or her fingers where she had pressed them against the bleeding. Bizarre. It must have
been a psychological thing, a quick mental flashback to the adolescent days of weeping spots
and oily skin, and every reflective surface poking a finger at her and telling her that she was
ugly.
Those days were a good decade gone but the psychological after-effects were apparently
there to stay. She shook her head to kick the memories and negativity back to their proper
place and reached for her purse.
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‘Look alright to you?’ Tom asked her later that evening. He’d hammered a nail into the wall
(not hitting his thumb so much as once, for a change!) and hung the mirror neatly in place.
Fran nodded, still unused to the feeling of all the domestic acquisition finally being over.
‘Great. Looks nice.’
So long as it had been hung and she never had to shop for a piece of furniture or coordinate a
room’s décor again, then she could not have given a squirt how the sodding thing looked.
Three hours later and she was asleep next to him, the new mirror reflecting the wall above the
bed.

Seven AM. Thirty minutes before the alarm was due to go off, and Tom’s bladder was
screaming. He climbed agonisingly and carefully out of bed and tip-toed over to the en-suite
bathroom, determined not to wake Fran. After a luxuriously long slash and a hand wash he
snuck back into the room, determined to savour the time left before the alarm started its
clamouring.
As he climbed carefully back into bed, he thought glumly that whoever had invented the
alarm clock had been an absolute, utter bastard. Such a handy invention, but the cause of so
much misery. Funny, but he knew that Fran felt much the same way about mirrors. Speaking
of which…
The mirror Fran had bought from the charity shop yesterday was about the right size for the
wall space above the dressing table, but it had felt surprisingly heavy when he had helped her
to heft it from the car boot. It wasn’t small, as such, but it was odd that a piece of glass in a
thin metal frame could feel that much of a burden. Fran had said that the young guy at the
charity shop had helped her get it out of the place and around the back to the where she had
been parked in the municipal car park, having found the thing too awkward and cumbersome
to lift it comfortably herself without the risk of dropping it.
Why so heavy? One of life’s innumerable little mysteries.
The alarm went off.
Already!? Then again, the time between waking before the alarm was due and the hateful
thing’s actual going off always seemed to play in fast-forward, as though the clock wanted to
fast-track the end to the bliss and warmth of bed for another day.
Bloody clocks. Bloody mirrors.
He reached over and gave the ‘snooze’ button a contemptuous slap. Fran groaned and rolled
over, not ready to rise yet by a long way, and he couldn’t fault her for that. He sat up
reluctantly, sipped water from the glass on his nightstand, and stood to open the blinds. He
winced at the early morning light as he made for the bathroom again, then did a double-take
as, in passing, he caught his reflection in the new mirror. He blinked and wiped the grit from
his eyes, his vision acclimatising to the daylight. Had he…was he…
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The socket of his left eye sported a great yellow bruise. Mouth agape, he gave the skin a
gentle, exploratory prod. No pain at all. There hadn’t been a bruise there last night, and a
stray, flailing hand in the throes of sleep couldn’t have accomplished something that
dramatic! And why didn’t it feel the least bit tender?
‘Whassmatter?’ Fran slurred, sitting up and shielding her eyes against the light with a hand,
seeing him examining himself.
He turned quickly to her. ‘The hell’s happened to my eye?’ he asked.
Fran blinked and peered closer at him. ‘What do you mean?’ she croaked, still half asleep.
‘Slept with your contacts in again?’
‘No,’ he croaked. ‘Look! Great big bruise! Looks like someone’s clocked me one…’
Fran looked confused. ‘Can’t see a thing,’ she said. ‘Looks fine.’
Tom spun back to the mirror. His face was indeed fine. No bruise, no cuts, no marks, nothing
at all.
‘There was a bruise…right there…’ he murmured, sounding like he was trying to convince
himself more than her.
‘Imagining stuff,’ Fran groaned as she sagged back down onto the bed.
Tom looked dumbfounded at himself a moment longer, then he shuddered, shook his head
and made for the bathroom.

An hour later he was at work, and Fran was left to get on with her transcriptions. Six lectures
to transfer from audio to word processor, due for submission by four o’clock. Soul destroying
sometimes, but the university paid well enough and it meant that she could work in comfort,
with no distractions other than the occasional phone call and the sound of the post hitting the
doormat. All the decorating, heavy lifting, and costs had killed too much time and now she
was having to catch up on days’ worth of work.
With three-and-a-half hours of uninterrupted work to her name, three lectures finished, saved
and backed up, and assorted cups of tea and glasses of water downed, her bladder was
making its presence felt.
During her bathroom break she felt the stress of the last couple of months pressing on her. It
wasn’t good for mental wellbeing, but she knew from experience that it wouldn’t be
forever—unlike more deep-seated problems like self-esteem. As the human liver has a great
regenerative capacity from even very heavy alcohol abuse, so the mind—the conscience—has
a tremendous capacity to ease and recover from stress and strain, given enough distance from
the source of the problem and enough time gone by. If the stress and strain manifested
physically rather than mentally, she thought, she’d probably be on crutches by now, or
perhaps be completely bed-ridden. Moving out of the flat and into the house…kitting it
out…trying to keep up with workloads…she wondered if they shouldn’t have just stayed in
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the sodding flat, paying a steady monthly rent and not putting themselves through all the
uncertainty and strife.
If the stress and strain showed physically…
She left the bathroom, not catching her reflection in Tom’s tiny shaving mirror on its little
stand. In the bedroom, she stopped to give herself a quick look in the new mirror. She
shrieked like a saw against bone as the mirror showed her face almost flayed raw: huge red
cuts, like a whip’s lashes, all over her cheeks, chin, nose and forehead. Blood ran from both
nostrils and both ears and seeped from the corners of her eyes, as though she were thousands
of feet in the sky without pressurised protection. The last thing she saw before she collapsed,
heart feeling as though it had shot up into her throat, was the mirror in her peripheral vision.
She hit the carpet, and everything went dark.

Tom swore with relief as he got out of the car. Three sales made, three little commission
bonuses, three small steps back towards solvency. The car’s MOT was due in four months
and he was reasonably confident that it would pass—if it failed due to an exhaust leak or a
problem with one of the never-used rear seatbelts or any of the hundred other things that
could cause the dreaded apologetic phone call from the garage, he was of half a mind to just
file a SORN declaration and go back to using the bus rather than dig Fran and himself any
deeper down into an economic hole.
He reached for his house key and hoped Fran had had a less arduous day than she had
yesterday.
‘I’m home,’ he called as he stepped into the living room. He hung his suit jacket over the
knob of the bannister and loosened his tie. No response. She was definitely in; the burglar
alarm was off and one of the lounge windows was open a crack in the interest of getting rid
of the heady smell of new paint that seemed to be claiming squatter’s rights. ‘Fran?’
He didn’t find her in the kitchen or the utility room, either. Frowning, he trotted upstairs and,
rounding the corner, saw her sprawled on the carpet through the open bedroom door.
He bellowed her name again as he hurried over to her, now in distress and fear rather than
greeting or query. Thoughts of money, the car’s MOT, and whether he would meet his
month-end sales targets flew out of the window in an instant. Crouching beside her, he put an
ear to her chest to check her heartbeat, and then felt for her pulse, finding both to be steady.
She looked fine, with no obvious injuries or signs that someone might have broken in and
attacked her. He’d never known her to faint before. What could have caused this?
‘Gah!’ she yelled as she shot awake, causing Tom to almost jump out of his skin. She was
almost hyperventilating, frantically rubbing her hands all over her face and looking around as
if not knowing where she was.
‘What’s the matter?’ he asked with his voice full of fear. ‘What happened?’
‘Bleeding!’ she gasped. ‘The bleeding!’
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Back in the living room, fresh cup of tea in hand, she reiterated what she had told him where
he had found her, after her breathing had steadied and he had helped her to sit up. Steadied by
his hands on her shoulders, she had stood and faced the mirror and had seen herself without
so much as a scratch. The thick, soft new carpet had precluded any injury more serious than a
bump on the head, and she had rebuffed his offer of taking her to hospital for a check-up. He
knew better than to press the matter; as much as he might have agonised over her well-being,
the threat of an argument would not have helped an already stressful and upsetting turn of
events.
‘I told you; I was heading out of the bathroom and saw myself. My face was bleeding
from…from everywhere. Skin, ears, my nose, my eyes…’ She shuddered, tea slopping over
the rim of her cup to soak into her trouser leg. She didn’t seem to notice. ‘My eyes…’
Tom rubbed her shoulder gently.
‘It’ll be the stress getting to you,’ he said. ‘Been getting to me well enough. Remember this
morning I thought I’d seen a bruise on my fa…’ He stopped dead and looked at her uneasily.
She looked confused and upset and uncertain of what had brought him up short. ‘In the
mirror,’ he murmured.
If her heart had shot into her throat when she had seen her reflection in the shop the day
before, now it suddenly felt, at his mention of the mirror, like it wanted to climb out of her
throat altogether and strike out on its own. She felt her gorge rising, briefly and absurdly
picturing her heart making its merry way out into the world, valves and ventricles for limbs,
leaving spots of blood in lieu of footsteps. Tom rubbed her back as she swallowed a painful
mouthful of bile.
She remembered seeing the oozing, bloody spot-that-wasn’t when she had first clapped eyes
on the mirror. Then him with his black eye. Co-incidence, however unlikely. But a third
imagining, one so awful as to make her faint? She pictured her face again. The cuts, the
welts, and the awful shock…
The mirror.
There was a sudden and unspoken understanding, a course of action silently agreed upon, and
they stood. With his arm around her to help keep her steady, they headed back upstairs, each
wondering whether they were losing their respective sanities. This was lunacy; a mirror
doesn’t lie. It was the culmination of the last couple of months and the costs, strains and, in
Fran’s case, history of poor self-esteem—all conspiring, ganging up on their respective
psyches.
Yet…the oozing spot that wasn’t, the black eye that wasn’t, and what Fran insisted she had
seen, awful enough to make her faint and keep her out for hours…
Silently, they continued their separate rationalisations. The spot incident, on its own, was one
thing. Only a few seconds, from someone with a history of skin conditions and forever
insecure to a varying degree about her appearance.
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Tom’s bruise, seen whilst half-asleep and with the morning light scrambling his vision, was
not improbable on its own. Far stranger things have happened.
Fran’s hallucination (it had been a hallucination, damn it! It had!), seeing all that ‘blood’, and
then fainting, spending hours unconscious on the floor. Unpleasant, upsetting, and disturbing,
but given how she had been feeling, it wasn’t that implausible, was it? But then, if they could
be certain of a psychological source of these awful visions, why were they compelled to
inspect the mirror now?
All three events in less than twenty-four hours, and with a common denominator: all seen in
that same weirdly heavy mirror.
Reaching the landing, Tom squeezed Fran’s hand and pushed open the door to the bedroom.
They each held their breath and turned through ninety degrees as they crossed the threshold
and faced their reflections in their final furniture purchase.
A sandy-haired young man in formal trousers, button down shirt and loosened tie, tall and a
slightly overweight. A dark-haired young woman in slacks and a cardigan, tall and skinny.
No-one passing them on the street would give them much thought, other than to perhaps
muse that any children they might have would grow up to be rather lanky. Neither of their
reflections in that weird mirror showed a cut, bruise or even so much as a secretion. No
bruised eyes, no oozing welts, and no bleeding ears, eyes or noses. The air had that odd
stillness to it that seems to put pressure on the eardrums; it was so quiet that Fran could feel it
pressing in on her, a ringing starting up inside her ears and bouncing around her eardrums
like a pinball. Tom narrowed his eyes at the mirror and, out of bewildered curiosity and not
knowing what if anything else he should be doing, reached out towards it.
The tip of his index finger met the surface. He felt the expected coolness of glass against
skin, then shifted his hand so that his palm rested flat against its reflection.
No reaction. Not a thing.
He looked at Fran, who was still staring at herself. She shook her head slowly, scrutinizing
herself and remembering the gashes and trickling blood, the flayed, ruined face that had
looked back at her, the face of someone who had suffered a terrible beating, a high-speed car
accident, or a dreadful act of mutilation. Had it been real, her skin—acne scar
notwithstanding—would not look this clean and clear. Tom’s eye, had he suffered a blow to
the face, would not look like this, the eye itself tired and a little bloodshot but with the
surrounding skin healthy and unmarked.
They each, over moments that seemed to last hours, felt themselves pass through a whole
gamut of responses to the bizarre phenomena they had experienced. Confusion. Denial. Fear.
Scepticism. Giddiness. Wonder. Finally, back to confusion. One feeling segued into the next,
sometimes as an automatic response to the last, sometimes as a deliberate attempt to get
things into perspective and make sense of it all.
There was no sense to make, if either of them could only have seen it. They looked each other
in the eye, to gauge whether each were as bewildered as the other, once the feelings had
stopped shifting and given way to perplexity. Neither could bring themselves to speak.
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Slowly, Fran shook her head. Tom still had one hand wrapped around her and squeezed her
reassuringly, not that he really knew what there was to reassure her of. He was no more
convinced that he was not losing his mind than she was about losing hers.
Sweat dribbled from under Fran’s arms and broke out on her palms and back, making her feel
greasy and uncomfortable. She felt with an improbable certainty that if the mirror had had a
voice, it would have brayed a long, sardonic laugh.

The mirror toyed with them, and the situation didn’t need to make any sense to them because
a mirror that showed a person their pains, insecurities and fears was not something with
which the rational mind shared any common ground. A mirror that reflected inner neuroses
and strife as welts, bruises and seething gashes on the skin didn’t have to play by what Fran
and Tom jointly agreed upon as ‘the rules’. Fran could swear, there and then, that she was
seeing a new and unpleasant truth opening up, that the two of them had stepped into an
obscure little pocket of existence where rationale and common sense had been barged out of
the way by this insidious trinket. The two of them were being mocked, she sensed, the
improbably heavy mirror with its cruel sense of derision preying on them and determined to
break their individual and collective spirits. This mirror was every playground taunt and cruel
jibe forged into a framed, reflective glass sheet. It was every nay-sayer, critic and antagonist
joined into one and bent on bringing them down.
Another possibility entered Fran’s mind. Was the mirror cruel, or was it just brutally honest?
The mirror never lies, the saying goes, and perhaps this ghastly thing was only being truthful
when it showed its owners what their mentality and inner ‘scars’ would look like, worn on
the outside. Were those girls at school really being hurtful, or were they right? Perhaps the
line between hurtful and honest was even thinner than she had believed.
Perhaps the mirror was using the anger and stress of the past few weeks to play on their fears.
But then, how on Earth could something as innocuous as a mirror be invested with this kind
of cruel sentience?
Tom’s grip on her tightened again, so tight now that it hurt. She knew that he saw, too, that
regardless of whether their skins had been cut and bruised or if it had all been hallucinatory,
this mirror was the prime mover, the catalyst and the antagonist.
Something snapped inside her, then.
When she had been fourteen (was it really half her life ago?) she had petulantly sworn she
would have no mirrors when she was an adult living in her own home. Nothing would be able
to make fun of her and tell her she was never going to look the way she wanted to.
By eighteen and having met Tom, she had revised that and forged a determination that she
might never be comfortable with the flaws but that if Tom didn’t see them in her then she
could at least compartmentalise them and stop them from making her second-guess herself at
each step.
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By twenty-two she had been comfortable enough not to care all that much, but the issues had
still been there, far beneath the surface but never sinking all the way to the bottom,
percolating until stress or incident would bring them bubbling back up.
Come twenty-eight with months of strain and strife and expense, the old fears were
resurfacing in response to external stimuli. The mirror sensed it and wanted her to see it all,
see herself with all the anger, hurt and spite at everything manifested in blood and broken
flesh.
Something had snapped, and that was all she was going to take.
Shrugging off Tom’s grip, she shoved him aside—he was caught so surprised that he
stumbled through the door onto the landing—and reached for the stool that fitted neatly into
the space between the chests of drawers that formed the dressing table’s legs. A small,
delicate-looking thing with wooden tripod legs and a round cushioned seat coloured a light,
inoffensive pink. Delicate looking, but the mirror wasn’t the only deceptively sturdy thing in
the room.
Hefting the stool by two of its legs, Fran screamed, venting years of maladjustment and
skewed self-perception. The mirror knew what was coming and tried to throw her off,
showing her the skin of her face and neck cracking open and bleeding, using her desperation
against her by trying to throw her off with more illusions of mutilation.
It wasn’t enough; the mirror had lost. Fran felt her arms and shoulders rattle as she slammed
the stool into the mirror’s glass, shattering the hateful thing into a hundred jagged slivers. She
was vaguely aware of Tom dazedly stepping back into the room and stopping dead, rooted to
the floor with disbelief. Without the glass, the empty frame had no purpose or meaning.
Apparently of its own accord, it visibly trembled as it splintered with hairline cracks that
spread outwards until the whole thing broke apart to join the glass on the floor.

Less than forty-eight hours later, the sweet-looking lady behind the thrift shop counter flicked
through the local paper during a lull in custom. The cover story was a dramatic one, all right.
A house on Richardson Avenue had been gutted by fire, and the young couple who had lived
there were wanted for questioning. A picture of firefighters tackling the blaze took up the
centre of the front page. Turning to the leading article within, she read with some interest of
the young couple who had vanished after apparently setting their recently purchased home
ablaze. Their car was gone from the driveway, and a neighbour claimed to have seen them
drive off in something of a hurry shortly before smoke had started to seep through several of
the property’s windows. The neighbour had called the fire brigade, and both he and a police
spokesperson were quoted as wanting to know (one out of neighbourly bewilderment and the
other as duty required) what had possessed Thomas and Francis Weller to act in such a
suspicious and uncharacteristic manner.
The fire had spread very quickly, and it was suspected that both levels of the house had been
soaked with petrol or some other combustible. This in no small part added to the suspicions
of the police, who already suspected foul play due to the report of the couple inexplicably
speeding off, rather than calling the fire brigade. The upstairs, the article said, had been left a
complete ruin, and the downstairs had not fared much better. The fire brigade, stretched to
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their limit by funding cuts and further delayed by heavy and recalcitrant evening traffic, had
arrived as soon as possible after the neighbour’s emergency call, and tackled the blaze as best
they could, but too late to save much of the house from dereliction.
Investigations as to the whereabouts of the Wellers and their motive for committing such a
dramatic and uncharacteristic act and then fleeing the scene were ongoing at the time of
reporting, although there had been no success so far in tracking the couple down.
The lady at the counter looked from the column to the photograph of the couple, presumably
provided for the police and media by a distraught relative. The young woman in the picture
had come into the shop recently, and purchased the mirror at the back, the one that the thrift
lady had put there herself and knew was capable of...well, she knew full well how she had
designed it to work. She had taken an immediate dislike to the young woman, who had been
very attractive and had seemed harangued, like she wanted to be in and out with what she was
looking for as fast as she could. Likely she was the kind of snooty, aloof young priss who got
everything she wanted handed to her on a plate and never had to worry about much of
anything, especially not her appearance. The cow had probably never suffered a moment’s
self-doubt in her life. Presumably she and her husband had managed to best the mirror, which
must have been destroyed in the fire if the couple hadn’t already retaliated against it some
other way. No matter.
That wasn’t the only nasty and manipulative item in her stockpile. Not the only thing she
could use to show the young and the beautiful and the smug young things who cruised
through life without a care in the world that they needed to be taken down a few pegs.
Matthew, the young man who helped at the shop three days a week, finished stacking the last
of the donations received that morning and stepped out from behind the shelving nearest to
the counter. A nice boy, Matthew. Not too bright and of almost bovine temperament, but
helpful and almost pathetically eager to please, never questioning anything she asked him to
do. None of the other staff or volunteers did, come to think of it, but being utterly without
guile, young Matthew was the only one she trusted to handle certain stock. She wouldn’t let
the things she imbibed with bitterness-born malice work on anyone she didn’t want them to.
That was all part of the fun of vengeance against society at large.
‘When you get a minute, Matthew,’ she said, ‘there’s a mirror in the back that needs to go up
for sale. Not too different from the one we sold last week, actually.’
THE END
Available from Rogue Planet Press
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INZALI ARIBA by Ishmael A Soledad
The air conditioner howls, it’s only twenty-five Celsius outside but it needs to be eighteen
here, on the edge between comfort and freezing. Can’t relax, be comfortable, let my mind
wander, be in discomfort. My pills knock me out for eight hours at a stretch but in the
greyness hides danger. The numbers, I must crunch the numbers. Equations swim on the page
before me, I must concentrate, derive and calculate to engage my logic centres, shut out the
emotion, the noise. My models are ready when I tire of this, my word games next to them
when I tire of the other.
Oh god her picture’s still here why did I leave it? The crack opens, I know she’s outside
locked away from me, me from her. Numbers, concentrate damnit, concentrate! The crack
widens, and it floods me, I feel it all the suicides, violence, pain and heartache all too real. I
slide off the chair onto carpet, the bottle spills from shaking hands as I swallow three, four,
how many, jesus god when will it end?

Dappled warm sunlight fell on Inzali Ariba as she pushed another seedling into the thick
mud, one of thousands before and thousands to come. The coolness of the paddy caressed her
calves, the gentle wash back and forth a reminder of the other village women to either side
intent on finishing to return to children, cooking, husbands. The rhythm of the day led her to
daydreaming, picturing herself in school, out with friends, fine clothes and food, the normal
yearnings of any fourteen-year-old girl. Inzali knew that for her these things would be out of
reach, her village strangers in a familiar land, unwanted and unwelcome in a country they had
lived in for a thousand years. Maybe for her children or theirs it would be, but for her the day,
the sun, the daydreams were enough.
The crunch of tires on dirt betrayed two trucks moving to the village, one stopping on the
ridge above the field. A dozen soldiers jumped out, scrambling down into the paddy, guns
waving, shouting. Separated into two groups Inzali found herself with the younger girls, the
older women and her mother herded together in tears. Three soldiers singled her out,
dragging her up the slope into the jungle, laughing prodding each other, stopping a few yards
in grabbing at her, clutching, propping her up against a tree.
“What’s your name bitch?” the one nearest leered at her, face nearly touching. Shaking she
opened her mouth, pointed and shook her head.
“You can’t talk?” Another laughed. She nodded, crying.
“Just as well, we’ve got better things you can do with your mouth.” unbuckling his trousers to
the sounds of distant rifle fire.

They threw her in the back of the truck with four others bruised, torn, sobbing.
“Don’t know what you’re crying for, think yourself lucky we’re keeping you.” as he slammed
the tailgate shut and jumped up. “Maybe you’d like to join the others?” laughing, the truck
moving down the road past rose coloured paddy fields and their strange plantings.
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Feet on desk I pulled my mind back to the screens and feeds. I’d woken tired from broken
sleep, tense and stressed and I just couldn’t shake it. It wasn’t me, I’d always strongly
reflected other’s feelings, but more some office colleagues who were out of sorts. I could see
the pair of them looking frayed, haggard. Jeannie was closest, I stood up and walked over. I
was barely two meters from her when she looked at me, scowled and wagged her finger. I
shrugged, headed across to the other side to Brenda.
“Hey Brenda, ready for a coffee?” She and I went back ages, old friends we’d started here
together. She gave me a look that would’ve frozen Hades.
“Only if I can drown your ass in it!” she growled through clenched teeth then, almost as if
she only just heard the words, jerked back. “Hell Denis I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to —”
“It’s ok, I just thought you could use a break, you look like, ah, a bit edgy.”
“Yeah yeah, guess I am.” She frowned. “Just seem to be overly aggressive, nearly bit Ted’s
head off this morning.”
“You’re not the only one.” looking at Jeannie beating a manic tattoo with her fingers.
“Hmm. Look at this.” jabbing her screen. The data was familiar, we’d been assigned the
crims and cranks section of the paper and rotated regularly. For the past few months she’d
taken the crime stats and police reports, I got the psychics, paranormals and whatever didn’t
fit elsewhere basket. I was tired of looking into Madame Zelda’s crystal balls and was
looking forward to switching back.
“Common and aggravated assault ticking upwards.” Not earth shattering but interesting.
Brenda leant forward and split the table by gender. “Now what do you see?”
It all looked normal up to a month ago but since then the stats went crazy. Male on male
assaults had fallen, male on female dropping out of sight. On the other hand female initiated
assaults had skyrocketed, but only female on male; female on female had ceased utterly.
“Interesting, what’s behind it?”
Brenda was staring at the screen, her mouse in a death grip. “Maybe you’re just getting a
taste of your own medicine.” It wasn’t said in anger, just dispassionate, cold, disturbing. I
stepped slowly back.
“Ah, maybe a rain check on that coffee yeah?”
She waved dismissively. “Whatever.”

It was a nightmare that wouldn’t end, why didn’t Allah in his mercy end it, take the pain, the
torture as she had begged him? Three, then four, then one, shared as meat or a toy abused and
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raped again and again relentlessly, viscously, Inzali hated them, hated herself, cursed the life
that had led her here. She hadn’t seen any of her villagers since the truck, since being dragged
from room to room, place to place. She shuddered from the cold water, tried to wash the stain
and filth from her but could not. Alone for the first time in weeks she curled up, no tears left,
praying for deliverance that she knew would not come, for a hiding place denied her even in
fitful sleep.

She looked shattered, vacant eyed, mouth a harsh scar. One hand gripped the steering wheel
white knuckled, the other a bare wire. The eyes refocused, hardened and stared straight at him
with disgust, loathing, menace. Tossing her head back she drove the bare wire into the roof.
The screen flared white, black, then switched to another CCTV point. The van’s sides
puckered in as if to take breath then disappeared in a searing orange-white globe, hurling cars
and people outwards, upwards. The glass walled office block over the car park distorted,
quivered, then collapsed in a shower of dust, flame and crystal shards. Hot streamed from the
paper’s net tie-in I’d replayed it over and over watching TATA’s regional headquarters and a
thousand people instantly obliterated. It was three hours old, all over the networks, and here I
was stuck with Delores herself, holder of the Nancy Reagan Chair for Paranormal Research
at Cal State for what had been our regular interview.
I closed the laptop. “What did you say?”
“I asked if you could feel it, the oppression. Do you?” She looked over the top of her glasses.
“How have you been feeling around your wife, colleagues, me?”
I shifted uneasily. I didn’t like being interviewed, especially by someone who claimed to be
telepathic. “Honestly, a little twitchy, I must be tired, overworked.”
“Hmm. Tell me, the bombing, how many of those have you seen? I’ll tell you, none, not by
well-adjusted middle-class women. She’s the first African-American suicide bomber, isn’t
she?”
“First I know of, in this country at least.”
“She won’t be the last. And the other things, the assaults, crime and the rest, it’s unusual but
you have no idea.”
“Of what?” She was argumentative, a typical academic, but it made her fortnightly column
that much more interesting.
“The pattern. It’s only women, the increasing violence, rising anger, ‘edginess’ as you put it.
But not all, not yet. You remember May’s column?”
Couldn’t forget it. ‘Everyone’s Telepathic’ generated a tweet storm that still bubbled along.
“Well something’s out there bouncing across the more attuned women, something unsettling.
It’s anti-male, it’s growing, gaining strength, driving behaviours and attitudes. The ones who
aren’t as attuned are just getting a taste. She,” pointing to the closed laptop “was probably at
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the upper end like me but probably didn’t know it. Even now it’s a struggle not to get my gun
out the bottom drawer and put a bullet between your eyes.”
She smiled, mockingly. “Not much of a struggle, but it’s there. As for you, I’ve told you
before you’ve got the ability, a strong ability, and it’s getting to you. With us the anger points
outwards, yours points inwards, sensitizes you to what’s going on.”
I didn’t believe her before and I wasn’t going to start now. I stood up, made my goodbyes and
headed for the door. She pulled me up.
“Listen, I know you’re sceptical but take some advice. Don’t do anything to upset any
woman, stay in the background and stay quiet for a bit. Try and detach your emotions too, it
might help you settle. Hopefully it will all just blow over.”

At least this time when they’d finished they’d thrown her in with others, with food. She found
herself facing seven haunted faces, all clinging together huddled in one corner. One face was
familiar, Malala, daughter of a village elder. They held tight for ages, shared suffering easing
the burden if not the pain. Malala cradled Inzali’s face in both hands, gently, close.
“My poor sister, what a thing has happened to us. No-one will come, no-one will save. It is
true, we are all alone and have none to turn to. Listen to me, listen carefully,” drawing her
closer “to survive now is to win. You know they will come again and again for us?”
Inzali nodded.
“It is only our bodies they defile, not our minds, not our hearts. When they come, when they
do, hide in here,” squeezing her thumbs gently on Inzali’s head “go into here and stay, make
your safe place and stay, no-one can get you there.”
Inzali nearly smiled, sorrowful, clutching Malala.
“If only you could speak my sister, if only you could.” The key in the lock grated.
“Remember, go here, hide in here, no-one can own you, go to your safe place.”

Colonel Li Cxi Cuin ground her cigarette on the table top, looked at her unit. The all–women
cream of the People’s Liberation Army’s airborne divisions, it was an act of war pure and
simple. And she was leading it.
“All right, it’s now just the doing comrades.” Two dozen pairs of eyes stared back, not with
the cold steel of professionals but the burning of fanatics. Each wore black rings screaming of
lack of sleep, each one haunted and driven by a common waking nightmare. She stabbed the
screen behind her.
“Right here, the Myanmar / Bangladesh border, eight of them held by one unit. Confirm.”
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Tzi Wen Yu nodded brusquely. Unlike their degenerate western counterparts they recognized
real intel, real data no matter how gained. The insignias, names and markings were easily
traced. Their female PLA counterparts had helped, bulldozed and threatened past cowering
males. “Ingress here, HALO jump here, extraction at this point. We go in, take them out and
bring them back.” In the darkness their transport waited, engines idling, cargo bay ramp open.
Colonel Li stood up, the room instantly at attention. “Mount up, our sisters are waiting.”

I just kept hitting him, straddling the bastard flat on the pavement, my hands screaming from
smashing bone and flesh. I could feel him inside me, his mates laughing as they held me
down, my turn now bastard payback bastard payback, your smashed teeth and broken bones
not enough, not nearly enough. A brick to my right caught my eye. I grabbed it in my blood
caked hand holding it ready, cocked above his head my wedding ring glistening … wedding
ring? Papa hadn’t given me yet; the planting needs to be … planting? I shook my head,
grimaced, shook it again. What the hell, who am I? It all vanished from my mind, I looked
down to the man I was killing, that small barely conscious brown-skinned stranger. I dropped
the brick, staggered and fell shaking against a wall. Denis, Denis, what the hell is this, you’ve
near killed him. One minute I stopped to buy a carton of milk, next I’ve dragged him out of
the shop, down the alley tearing the life out of him. Voices reached me from around the
corner, I moved away into deeper shadows, away from the man now on his knees. The voices
turned the corner, transformed into a small group of young girls laughing, joking.
They saw him, one arm raised, begging for help. They ran to him, stood around him. He
looked up at a young blonde. She took his hand gently in hers, smiling then gripping tightly
sneered, yelled and sent her heel grinding into his eye socket as he fell back. The ring closed,
fists and feet in flurries, sickening wet snaps then shots and silence. I turned, fled, didn’t look
back just ran, ran home, bolted the door and hid.
Inzali Ariba watched, detached, the men abusing her body. Malala had opened the door, she
could hide, the pain and anger and hatred and humiliation soaked away, sent to Allah in his
mercy while his daughter’s body suffered. Her safe place in his arms, she would survive to
yet be the pious daughter as her pain and terror flooded out, flooded away.

“I think it’s a telaesthesiac episode here.” Delores spat barely suppressed hatred down the
line. I’d locked myself away in my study, barring the door and windows. I could hear my
wife pacing up and down, day and night, dragging my hunting knife along the hallway click
clack click clunk across the door, the jamb, the shiplap walls. She loved me and I her, but I
knew I was dead if I poked my nose out.
“Telae-ka what?”
“It’s a transmitting telepath, we’re getting what she’s feeling. It’s getting stronger, clearer,
can’t block it. It’s not just the telepaths now, all women are getting it.”
“How does it stop?”
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“When you stop abusing us! Sorry, sorry, it’s hard to control. We can’t stop, can’t block it.
We see everything she sees, she’s in a jungle somewhere and the men, oh god they look like
you! I can see them, I can feel what she feels its … its … sorry, look, I can’t talk to you, I’m
tracing the call I’m hunting you down, turn off your machine—”
I tore the cabling from the machine, smashing my mobile against the wall until it was a pile
of shattered plastic. Shaking uncontrollably I couldn’t move, caught in the deluge of emotion
from without and within, locked into the corner of the room in the dark. I clutched a paper
weight in one hand, cowering, hoping like hell my wife didn’t come in, didn’t try, didn’t
make me …

Colonel Li smiled, flicked the safety off and waved two fingers forwards. They’d made it in
unobserved, on time, on target. It was stronger now, she could feel them calling her. Twenty,
maybe thirty minutes.

Inzali watched herself thrown again into the room, used and discarded. Her body was torn
and damaged but she, her mind and spirit, was untouched. She rejoined, still and calm sitting
next to Malala. Malala was twisted, bent, cigarette burns across her chest and abdomen
coupled to cuts and bruises across her back. Her wrists and ankles bled, the ropes having cut
hard, the smell of putrefaction wafting up. She looked up, lacking even the strength to raise
her hands.
“My sister, we feel you, your pain as ours. I’m sorry, I don’t think I have much left.”
Inzali took Malala’s head in her hands. She could not tell Malala how, but she could guide
her. She squeezed gently, then left herself, looking down at the two of them. Malala tilted her
head back, frightened as her body remained still. Inzali reached out, took her by the hand,
then lifted her from herself.
“My sister, a safe place for all. Share yourself with me, I with you.” and in that instant the
pain and suffering of both women met, shared, and filtered away. Each was still their own,
each alone but now shared openly, fully. “When they come again, as they must, we have our
refuge …”

Delores woke up, sat bolt upright. Two transmitters? Yes, now two, and she could feel them.
How? Telaesthesia contagion? How? Both together both in the jungle, both … she could see
them, the first and the next, the names, Inzali, Malala, the suffering, the pain. She reached
out.

“… and we will not abandon the others.” Malala smiled. They looked down on the small
group of women below them, reached out with their minds, Inzali the stronger leading,
encouraging Malala until the six were with them as one, together, shared.
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Malala felt it first, presences just on the edge, open and seeking, near and far. “Inzali, can you
feel them?”
“Clearly, yes, many. The more of us the more I can feel.” Once one alone, now one part of
eight, more than she could have imagined. She felt one strong close by, maybe two
kilometres away with others, more across the mountains, over the oceans. In the far distance
strong, calling, one above all others. All sisters, all being linked and drawn. “They have heard
us faintly, some come to save, all are women … no, there are a few men, a few.”
“We should try to reach them all.”
“Yes, our sisters only, we must.” and the eight reached out to the clear and the strong, then as
they joined to the weaker and weaker until, in the briefest of instants every woman was
linked, shared, knowing, feeling and seeing. In it all, unnoticed, one other was pulled in,
enfolded and shared unwillingly.

Colonel Li didn’t break step or hesitate, one mind or millions, single or communal to her it
was simply greater impetus to the task, her unit now truly one. She reached out to Inzali,
Malala, comforting, assuring deliverance soon, safety soon.

Delores reached out, caught herself, forced herself back to the place she was, the person she
was. Too clearly she understood the latency released from Inzali when shared, compounded
then transmitted around the world. She felt lighter, happy, balanced and for the first time in
years the knot of pain and fear had left. Left for where? She forced her objectivity, tried to
find it, somewhere in the linking, the sharing of memory and experience it must … and it
was, outside them all but contained, soaked away and held to be kept away until or if it could
be sent back. To who?
“To all those who have given it, to those who did not help us or helped them.” Inzali clear,
confident, powerful. “As I have given the burden to Allah in his mercy so my sisters, and as
he has taken ours he has lifted yours. And it will be returned to those who sent it.”
Delores felt around, saw the package contained, nothing touching it, alone but for one in its
midst into which it was unfolding, copying itself, downloading everything into its psyche.
Allah? Inzali’s construct? She concentrated, recoiled, connected. Denis.

It was crushing me, tearing at me and I couldn’t get rid of it, soaking in piece by piece by
action by hurt all of it done by me to me for me on me with me. Act by act every pain and
humiliation visited on woman by man, mockery to slavery and beyond, unfiltered raw
loading on me and always in my name done to me screaming Denis, Denis, Denis …
“Denis! Denis! Denis, hear me!”
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“Delores? Delores, oh god I can hear him Delores how could I do it to you Delores —”
“Denis! Listen to me, listen!”
“Delores?”
“Denis, listen. Pay attention to me, to my voice, only me. Open your eyes, don’t feel, don’t
pay attention to anything but me. Denis? Denis!”
“Yes, yes, listen to you, yes.”
“Avoid emotion, concentrate on logic, numbers, reason. Stay awake Denis listen to me, do
not sleep. Denis, what do you do?”
“Awake, listen, logic, numbers.”
“Primes, Denis, what are the first three prime numbers?”
“Ahhh, one, three, ah ah five, five.”
“Stay with me, what are their factorials? I’m coming now, soon ...”

Colonel Li stood stock still, one meter behind him. Bare chested, sweat soaked pants,
cigarette in one hand Inzali’s tormentor had no inkling of her presence. She fingered the
blade, she could end him in any number of ways, slow or quick, the choice was hers. But not
today. Generations ago her forebear was Emperor Qin Er Shi’s seer, the ability passing
undiluted and unnoticed down the female line until awakened by Inzali. She saw the package,
saw Delores’ understanding, and knew the time had come. The price of her career had been
high; it was time to give them their own, to send it back. She felt her unit smile; Inzali,
Malala and their village sisters agree; the linked world consciousness accept. She reached
out, took the package and fully connected every man to it undiluted, unconstrained. For each
one the entirety was theirs.
He fell to the ground, choking sobs caught in primal fear, pain, self-loathing horror, clutching
his knees to his chest as were all Inzali’s tormentors, and as here every man across the world.
Colonel Li called for the airlift, stepping carefully over the impotent form at her feet. Yet a
while would they suffer, until she decided they’d had enough. After release then justice, true
justice and always the package hovering, threatening, Damocles’ sword to control.

With no system to hide behind, no shield or cover and their lives on clear display to all, many
cheated justice by their own hand. To the package pain upon pain was added, pain from the
suicides, pain from knowing what a son, brother or lover truly were, from what was seen but
not understood, what was understood but not acted upon. All this from they who would bear
it to await sharing with those who inflicted it.
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Except I. Drawn in by Inzali and Malala, fused by Colonel Li’s connection I am caught, one
with it never to be broken. They have tried, have drained and exhausted themselves for
nothing. I cannot end it, to take my life will only add to the pains it holds and perhaps—if
Delores is right—even collapse it back upon us all.
My life, such as it is, is to suffer. I stand as a totem, Cassandra, a life exiled in absolute
solitude, disciple to logic and reason, sleeping dreamless sleep. When will it end?
THE END
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LANDMARK STATUS: ME AND MY DOOMSDAY CHAIR by Joseph J Patchen
Chapter One: An Introduction That Is Not An Introduction Per Se, It’s Just A Way For The
Untalented To Cram In Stuff
Curious how the spittle first pools and then drips ever so slightly from the left side of his
mouth; all the while not disturbing that smudge of chocolate in the crevice of his lips on the
right. Poison acts fast when pure and the sugar in the pastry makes for a fine accelerant.
I had no choice.
It wasn’t personal.
He would have understood that. It was purely and most positively a business decision. Being
a business man himself, I am sure if old Rodney were somewhat alive at this moment and
standing over his own body, as I am now, he’d harbour no ill will at the overall concept of
this murder and the result.
Six days.
He survived six days after sitting a total of fifteen minutes in my doomsday chair. Six days
and all those witnesses—I could not them; maybe five hundred or seven hundred people
total—here in downtown. Most of them gawking through my windows and not even buying a
shot or a meal, just pointing and mumbling and chuckling for free. I have to review my
receipts again and speak with my staff. I know we were supposed to be charging one pence
per view.
My Lord, no one has ever lasted that long.
Six days.
Granted, I’ve had to intervene with the last four, but for God’s sake this man had
tuberculosis, a fatty heart and he could not grow a single strand of hair and he lasted six
bloody days.
Damn chemist. That cough he developed and all that phlegm coming up, his face red all the
time with those blood vessels popping in his eyes and nose…
I was sure I had him by day two. I had him by day two, but that damn chemist and his bottle
of ‘what’ cleaned him up in three days. He was fit as a fiddle again; he was drinking,
smoking and gambling all night, every night, with that mocking smirk and sly tone scoffing
at my chair.
I have never been so appalled by anyone’s behaviour of being alive. He was supposed to be
dead. Just when I thought the chair had finally rectified itself, his chest and lungs cleared, and
his pallor improved.
How disgusting.
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Without the allure of that chair, a killer chair, my pub is merely a rat hole serving slightly
marinated water.
Five. I have had to intervene five times now to protect my honour and my business. The
damn chair’s quota is definitely up. His ghost was right. I have had to initiate a disposition in
the last five demonstrations. It is so tiring.
Disgusting, it is, just disgusting as well. And there is no way to recharge it. There is no way
to tempt back into killing.
It is just a chair again; just a spindly hunk of wood whose legs are different lengths; whose
patina resembles bleeding and whose splinters are too weak to even stab.
In 1762, Edmund White milled the wood for this chair with his own two bare hands
comprising six and a half crooked fingers. The wood coming from a then two-hundred-yearold one-hundred-and-sixty-foot pine struck down in its prime by a bolt of lightning during a
winter storm of ice and snow.
The blast was purportedly heard throughout his village and several like thin walled villages
surrounding; shaking and almost exploding the whole of this district into dust. Chunks of the
tree’s remains blanketed the roadways and paths around without landing on anyone’s
particular property. That in itself was a novel feat, seeing as the tree originally stood in a
heavily wooded area more than a quarter of the mile from where all of its remains eventually
came to their last rest.
The tree, because of its size and sturdiness, had always been a local favourite for the
constabulary as a makeshift gallows for poachers, rapists, murderers and agnostics.
And, of course, in the great history and purity of jurisprudence, anyone the authorities took a
disliking to tested the strength of its branches as well.
I am going to have to put a small throw rug over where Rodney’s bowels let loose. I don’t
think I can get that out of the floorboards. I have not had much luck before with the prior
four.
I am going to also burn some candles and open some windows; that’ll take care of the odours.
Thank God we’re in autumn. If this were summer, not only would I be ill; the surrounding
businesses and apartments would also be suspicious of the sick.
White collected the wood, as much as he could; cut the wood, planed the wood, stained the
wood and when he was done, he had a single, sturdy chair for his own pleasure. And that’s
where they found him three days later, in the chair. His corpse was still involuntarily gurgling
up water out through his nose and out of his mouth, like the Chatsworth’s Cascade.
The doctor gave his sworn oath to his death certificate that White had drowned even though
the nearest body of water was some ten miles away and his clothes were as dry as the chair
and the floor upon which all rested.
The chair was then passed down to his brother, Simon, a part time portrait artist; silhouettes
his specialty, and full-time warden of the regional poorhouse. Fully aware of what those in
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town were gossiping, Simon found he was able to ease facility overcrowding by utilizing the
chair in the most discrete fashion by installing it in his office for personal inmate ‘prayer
vigils’.
This audacious use of religion resulted in mostly heart attacks, the occasional drowning, and
a ‘suicide’, ahem, or two. Overall, the chair thinned the facility’s population rather steadily
and allowed Simon to collect additional stipends from the Crown for not only housing these
poor and lamentable souls, but for the installation and development of the first alms-house
mortuary and cut-rate crematorium.
His initial pitch to the Lord Mayor consisted of simply saying that if you have to give these
newly departed the dignity they deserve as human beings at least in death; you just can’t
stack them like cordwood and burn them. That just wouldn’t be kosher.
So with the laboratory in his pitch consisting of embalming tables, dressing tables, an
underground root cellar for cold storage, a wood shop for coffin making, optical devices and
the like, in reality, all Simon ever used were a sledge hammer, some matches and a shovel.
He rented the rest out to assorted weirdos, budding amateur serial killers and young men
simply looking for a trade. This shuffling of inmates, I mean residents and the collecting of
crowns went on effectively and seemingly innocently for a number of years until the
overcrowding problem again reared its ugly head.
Simon was bored with simply killing for profit. Oh he was happy with this infestation, this
over population, but he desired more than simple coinage.
To while away the hours in between stiffs he found and excelled at the crafting of silhouettes;
all being of his victims of course. Tiny frames, gold bordered squares with black blank faces
looking into nothingness seemed to give him the added pleasure of what was missing.
That is, until Simon needed to hang some newly created silhouettes. To commemorate his
good works for the perceived elite, Simon was quickly running out of wall space in his office
shrine.
But in haste to clear his desk and see his art on the wall, a moment of clouded judgment
veiled his eyes that fateful February morning when he forgot what chair he was using to hang
frames so high up on the wall.
Legend has it that as he stood on the chair and proceeded to strike the nail into the plaster; the
hammer took a mysterious and uncontrolled twirl cracking his own skull. The seventeen
resultant holes in his head looked like separate and distinct musket blasts, forcing the
authorities to declare emphatically, with all things considered, in absolute certitude, that this
was a death by suicide.
The chair was then passed down, in rapid succession, from relative to relative. The dead
commenced their dying, young and old alike, with great dispatch. At first, each within a few
hours of each other; then days between corpses; then months of intrigued family member.
Hubris was the fuel for each and every man, as well as a handful of women, daring and losing
to the chair and its purported curse.
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In all, one hundred and twenty-six Whites, including a few off Whites who relatives but
carried the name another went to their Valhalla. Quite a stubborn lot, they filled the local
cemetery in the ensuing nineteen years until the Catholic Church stepped forward under a
Papal Warrant to confiscate the chair.
The Whites and their kin after all was Roman Catholic and their local parish became
concerned as the amount and frequency of collection envelopes dropped off.
For the record, the Church of England it seems laid no claim and claimed no knowledge of
the chair or its workings. They had been consulted early on since they were only a few doors
down from one of the victims but swiftly branded it a Catholic problem.
So too the local synagogue, deeming the chair a New Testament issue.
The surviving members of the White family became dutiful Calvinists in the following
generations.
The chair then went on tour, throughout Italy; from region to region, parish to parish, for
study and for awe. Nuns spun the tale for a generation of Italian children that the chair was to
be disassembled and sent to a wooden spoon factory or rulers for Anglos.
Something to think about being a youth back then. You had to think twice before
misbehaving. During this time not sitting for a day or two would be the least of one’s
concerns.
Theologians and crackpots, the educated and those who believe themselves to be, the divinely
inspired and those who heard voices in their heads and even wood working craftsmen studied
the chair in detail. They reviewed its construction and design primarily; but all weighed in to
account for such things as the man who built the chair, his family tree, and the life of the
chairs wood as a tree and gallows before the lightning strike.
These learned and delusional types alike also turned to the Bible for meaning: both the Old
and New Testaments were covered, for good measure, and a smattering few began
whispering of evidence uncovered in the Gnostic Gospels as well.
Cryptic passages and popular psalms were dissected, expanded and misquoted as the
scholarly debate grew in monasteries, churches and pubs. Soon pamphlets and broad-sides
alike spun their theories with each and every fictionalized gory detail.
In an effort to approach the curse in wood more methodically, some men of academic
science, as well as mere hobbyists, were bold enough to scrape samples of the varnish and
chip thumbnail sized pieces of clear wood for their microscopes and chemical concoctions to
be warmed over by Bunsen burners.
During this period the scientific method came under serious scrutiny and revision. Copies of
a short, four-page paper are squirreled away in the archives of both the Vatican and the
London Metropolitan libraries citing a combination of syphilis and demonic possession to be
the root cause to this ‘doomsday phenomenon’.
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By 1808, “The Gospel of the Chair” so dominated certain circles of the Church’s catechism.
By Order of Pope Pius VII the feared wooden monster was purportedly taken and locked
away in a top-secret basement cell somewhere where the Pope and ensuing Catholic
Theology could once again be occupied with more important and urgent issues such as the
number of angels that could fit on the head of a pin.
And there it sat secured in a room behind a thick door, multiple locks and at least of a gallon
of Holy water and a hundred or so Crucifixes of various sizes until Pius’ death.
Incoming Pope Leo had other thoughts and flair for decoration.
First he ordered the chair to be finely upholstered, but following the ‘unfortunate’ death of a
minor Italian Duke, who accidently and drunkenly tore the back open, ordered it thrown in
the trash in 1823.
From there, in total, while no one truly knows how many Italians subsequently succumbed
from the dumpster diving, some of the surrounding towns and villages to Rome appeared to
have more donkeys in their population than people.
Since the chair was so well marked and its deeds became so legendary, history records that it
eventually turned up at a French auction house in 1849. Throngs of curious collectors from
all over the continent came to gawk and bid.
My grandfather, I am proud to say, brought the chair back to old England and its country of
birth.
He was a simple man and while he didn’t exactly have the winning bid, he did pilfer it from
the winner’s coach and then outwitted the gendarmes in a race to the docks where he and the
stick furniture piece stowed on a freighter and made it across the Strait of Dover completely
unmolested.
The chair has been in this pub, his pub, ever since.
I’ve got to do something with Rodney—he’s beginning to get quite ripe.
The chair has always sat right where Rodney expired. My grandfather was a practical man in
his simplicity he believed that, if advertised properly, the mystique of a Dooms Day Chair
would make this pub a destination place rather than a quick slurp stop.
Perhaps that is why the chair always had to sit by a bank of windows to capture not only the
eye of a passer-by, but to glow in the natural light of day. Direct sunlight he said was
supposed to be good for the wood and took the place of polishing and the chance of what
might ensue.
My grandfather always maintained a keen and clear sense of business. He also had a fantastic
iron trap memory right up to the second he died of natural causes; meaning grandpa never
accidentally sat in or stood on the chair.
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Many have dared the curse and in turn each has lost. Put up only ten shillings and if you
survive the week you win ten gold sovereigns. I lost the coins from the first few bets of my
ownership on a horse named ‘Nowhere’; I should have taken that as an omen.
I should have waited until he was outside. I’ve got to do something with Rodney, my Dear
God in Heaven; he is really beginning to get quite ripe.
Chapter Two: You Are Here
The London Cemetery at Highgate was dedicated on Monday, the twentieth of May 1839,
with its first burial six days later. Since that time, this particular plot of slumber has become a
highly fashionable stop along the path to the afterlife or another life, depending upon one’s
circumstance at the moment.
For years, the populace has been scouring these hectares in the same way they would be
shopping for a vacation home. Burial in Highgate means social status and, in this day and
age, in some stodgy social circles, a Highgate plot deed can be one’s ticket to one Hell of a
temporal status in life as well.
And, in turn, because of all the popularity doted upon the cemetery, its walls have become
rife for the resurrectionists. Grateful are we to the Anatomy Act of 1832 decriminalizing the
practice of ‘donating’ a body to science, and because of its poor wording, allowing, for only a
few shillings more, others to earn extra income, such as alms-house women and prostitutes,
to act in the roles of grieving relatives just to keep the paperwork pure.
Why, this very pronouncement from Parliament only blocked the hangman from his arduous
and legal trade while stimulating the economy for everyone illegal.
Just think, for a small fee, one woman can lose a husband, father, nephew, brother and son
sometimes all in the same week. And she can work her feminine wiles and her body without
the threat of syphilis or similar maladies.
One would have thought though that the dreaded plague was reprising itself as many women
in many towns stepped forward claiming the remains of branches and branches of their
family tree.
Government bureaucrats should have caught on, but since it takes a certain level of
competency to become a civil servant in the first place; so long’s the forms are filled out
correctly who really cares?
Body snatching, even if suspected, was no longer a serious crime.
Masters Hamm and Edmunds have recently aided me when I have needed to dust a few
‘crumbs’ from the chair. These men are not only hardworking business men, they are true
artists.
By simply placing a body in the community in a particular pose, in a particular place, even
re-dressing the dead in a particular way these men of industry can convey a most dramatic
tale of one’s last moments in life even though the ensuing perceived story is total crap.
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Believe me when I tell you that their work not only rivals, but surpasses the best of the most
popular ‘Penny Dreadfuls’ in a single pose.
Whilst we hadn’t prearranged a meeting, I had a distinct suspicion of where the boys might
be.
The north end of Highgate, as with most cemeteries, provides for suicides to be buried in
consecrated ground yet segregated from the rest of the population. As a further precaution,
understandably, these stones are more stark and stout. Suicides are also contained in an area
less tended to by ground staff, so over time, as is the plan, the brush and weeds will
eventually wall off those who are not forgotten but simply unmentionable. And since these
families rarely visit for fear of dredging up the entire sordid social stigma, the authorities
certainly don’t concern themselves when someone in this neighbourhood goes missing.
I’m following the sounds of shovelling. Ahead, darker shadows are moving about against the
night. The faint glow of lanterns seems muffled and fuzzy until an errant twig announces my
entrance.
“Well, well, well. Look Mr. Hamm, I think we’ve found us an easy one; all trussed up like a
big fat goose on the proverbial plate. Is it time again to change the upholstery my friend?”
Edmund’s cockney seems heavier tonight, more than usual. Mr. Hamm just seems a little
heavier, period.
We agree that after they make the acquaintance of the Third Duchess of Maltshire, the boys
will stop by for Rodney and make it a short foursome. Introductions with the beautiful, young
and yet tragic debutant won’t be for at least another hour of digging, so I take my leave back
to the pub.
Three in the morning marks ‘The Devil’s Hour’. The unusually cool and silent night feels
uneasy not necessarily because of the time and not necessarily because of the place, but
because I cannot throw off the feeling of being watched.
While I may be an older man I can certainly take care of myself. I am armed at all times. I’ve
killed before, or so I have heard. I lack no indecision, no guilt per se or even the slightest
tingle of potential remorse. If someone tries something he is in the right place for me to end
it.
As for Rodney, well, he may have been a friend of twenty plus years, but as a ‘friend’ he
wasn’t my first choice. If I was really pressed to actually describe our true relationship, I’d
have to say it was a rather close ‘acquaintanceship’, perhaps owing a lot to our proximity in
town.
By the time the boys arrive, I am enjoying my pipe and one last conversation with Rodney.
They work quickly enough, both in the cemetery and in my establishment as they practically
drink me out of rye, scotch and gin. Between the marvellous tales they spin and a couple of
spirited dances with the Duchess, I would have said the night was rather a success; even with
the large and indelible stain left behind, they make sure all other traces of my ‘acquaintance’
are gone.
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Five fifteen in the morning and I double check all my locks. Time to shuffle upstairs to bed
for a few hours of sleep before the market opens. Lots of drink and little sleep is something
one in the pub business quickly becomes accustomed to.
Chapter Three: Ooh, I Hear What In The Rain?
I wish I could blame the rain for the tapping on my windows, but I know something is in the
air. While the sky is dry, the coming dawn, though clear, seems a bit darker than usual.
Surely we’ve seen a new moon tonight and the stars were absent, but something else is
immersing us in a thick pall.
There’s no wind and last month I cut down the three trees that bordered my building, yet still,
for the past five minutes a persistent cadence of taps has peppered my panes. Downstairs and
upstairs, separate and together, and sometimes with a rather catchy beat, all I can hear is a
tapping; a constant tapping and rapping against my windows.
Thieves would have broken through on the first try. So robbers this is not.
“Go away, whoever you are, we’re closed.” I shout so loud I almost hurt myself. “Go away.”
Other than Rodney who loved to get under my skin, I can’t think of anyone who would wish
to harass me at this hour, either jokingly or with malice. Other than Rodney who is having
issues with his own skin by now, who . . .
Oh no, I think I know and I am not going to compromise my chair.
Chapter Four: And You Are Here
He only began appearing once I began helping things along. Maybe I should ignore him.
Maybe I should cover my ears with the pillow and bring the covers up over my head. Maybe
I should. I could, but he would only end up here taunting me.
As I stumble down the stairs, I implore him over the knocking and pounding on the door, “Go
away. I’ll lock the damn thing in the cellar to quell the sport.”
“You love the money and attention too much. That and you don’t move furniture, you are too
fat and lazy.” The pounding and knocking has stopped. His voice is clear. His voice booms.
He is standing behind me.
I close my eyes tightly and have to cover my ears. He believes I’m mocking him and his
creation. Maybe he will go away…Maybe…
In each of his prior visits, he would just stand before me, quietly and politely, as any full
body apparition would; bright white yet translucent only communicating his displeasure by
telepathy.
He’s never been threatening in any way, acting more like a lecturing grandfather seeking to
correct a mischievous misguided youth. But this appearance is more physical and certainly
more forceful.
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Babbling, I have an idea, a misstatement I can either deny or rely on later if the circumstances
are such; “I’ll suspend it from the ceiling where the public can only admire it. I will designate
it a museum piece here in my own pub.”
Pointing above the bar I continue my sale, “Yes, yes, I will hang it high in such a way where
no one can even lay a finger on it. Just think about it I’ll hang it up there, way up there
because it is too dangerous to even touch; yeah, too dangerous to even touch.”
He just stands there staring at the space above the bar. He is quiet, and maybe this is the best.
Bolt it to the ceiling. Yes, I am tiring of this whole business, this mess, this camaraderie of
felons. I’ll sell the mythology of the chair in a more upper-class way, a more scholarly
fashion: appeal to the elite and deeper pocket of curiosity seeker.
Yes, my eyes are now finally open, and I can feel the tension that has racked my body just
drip away. That is until the loud crash. The sound and force shakes the foundation of the
building, knickknacks fall off the shelves, glasses tumble from their racks and condiments
along with utensils fly off the tables as I’m jolted backward on to the floor.
From my back I can clearly see that my front door has been torn from its hinges and has been
crumpled as if it were a piece of scrap paper just a few feet away. The entire downstairs is
drenched in a cold, wet fog.
Welcome to the British Isles. My breath adds to the dew. As I turn to my left in a search for
the chair, I see it is still there, but he’s sitting on it.
Well, no harm no foul I suppose for someone who is already dead.
His core is bright blue with bands of green and white swirling about him. His eyes are bright
red and he is not a happy traveller.
“Sorry, I think I have indigestion.”
He is using the ghost of Rodney’s bloating corpse as a footstool even though I helped drag
his fat you know what out myself. He is not happy, indigestion aside, but he is contemplative
and just chatty. “How many times have we had this conversation? His voice is normal; well
normal for a guy dead a long time.
“Enough times I suppose.” I don’t know what to say. He made the chair. I own the chair.
He’s dead and I’m alive. He has indigestion and I have a stomach. I chuckle at the state of
things right now. I mean this should be in one of those comic almanacs.
“This chair is not an item for amusement. It is not some midway carnival ride. It is serious
business. It is demonic.”
“I know. It’s cursed, you’ve told me. And I have promoted it as such. What am I supposed to
do?”
“Good, you understand and admit it is cursed. And so are we.” And with that he is gone.
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And so are we? And so are we? What the Hell? “Hey Edmund … Eddie … Hello there…You
wouldn’t be so cursed if you’d stop sitting in that damn chair every time you come here!”
What the Hell does that mean, ‘And so are we?’…
I think told him. I told him exactly what, I don’t know. But before I bend down to start
cleaning the debris, I see that too is all gone. My door is back on the hinges and restored;
every knick has been ‘knacked’ back in place; the tables are all set and ready for customers
and their lunch rush. Cursed, Hell I don’t have to clean up the whole damn place. Cursed,
well for someone cursed he sure knows how to clean up for himself.
Cursed…cursed.
Besides realizing this place is truly a dump, I wonder if I dreamt the whole thing.
Chapter Five: Thank You For Reading This Far
Two mornings hence, the bodies of Mr. Edmunds and Mr. Hamm are discovered some
hundred yards apart near the centre of Highgate. I am relieved and yet concerned. Relieved
that the only earthly witnesses to my deeds are now far away from the law, but concerned that
since they were found with their throats torn out and not a drop of blood at the scene, there
exists a savage murderer so close to my door.
Luckily, Rodney’s severed legs and severed arms were also found near the entrance, tied to
the front gate for everyone to see, so my chair and my pocketbook are saved once again from
irrelevancy.
What a strange benefactor to have. Although I’m unsure as to who did this deed indirectly for
me and placed these body bits in plain sight I wonder why men are victims and whether some
strange letter may make it to the dailies before the dailies do it themselves.
But on the positive side, I’m not out any free drinks for the assist.
Those ominous rumours concerning Highgate have been around for more than a generation.
Some claim it to be a homicidal maniac; others of course have written of a vampire. I have
always promoted the latter. In my business having the odd supernatural killer about,
doomsday chair aside, attracts the curious, the nervous and certainly the thirsty.
The Lord High Mayor of London along with several important looking and colourfully
sashed and medalled officers of the peace blanketed the neighbourhood with both reassurance and inquiry. We were assured that the jackals who committed the ‘violent murders
and mutilations’, as if the concept of ‘murder’ itself could ever not be ‘violent’ would be
captured without delay.
Of course, if anyone has seen a suspicious character out and about, that inquiry was aimed to
aid an investigation that was both stalled and clueless.
Chapter Six: Be Careful For What You Wish For
“Those ominous rumours concerning Highgate have been around for more than a generation.
Some claim it to be a homicidal maniac; others an actual vampire. As Mayor I have always
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promoted the latter. In the business of tourism having the odd supernatural killer about, your
doomsday chair aside, attracts the curious who not interested in architecture, art or history.
“But will certainly spend the pound.
“People want mayhem. People are entertained by murder and mutilation as most will never
experience it in their mundane lives.
“People want to be close to what they fear. What the dream about would happen to their
neighbour or family member. They fear death and yet they love the undead. They thrill to be
close to it even if they don’t completely believe in it.”
The Lord Mayor is a short man. The Lord Mayor is a fat man. He is also a plagiarist without
a single original thought in his head. Of course I am forced to agree since he and his posse are
the only customers I have today. What with the panic everyone has decided to stay home.
I even nail my chair above the bar. There is real dying here. Vicious dying here; this isn’t a
time for folklore or theatrics. This is a time to take note and count one’s blessings. The Lord
Mayor is correct about this.
In all the years I have known him, and we grew up together as lads, he was always prone to
philosophize after a few pints.
“You remember, in our younger days; before we expanded our midsections under the
pressure of age, we would take to the gates of the cemetery and woo a woman or two in the
moonlight, faux biting them on the neck so they would swoon. And in the years that have
tumbled by since, we are not as nimble. I also know some of the other area merchants, from
time to time, have lent their dentures to the folklore. . . All for tourism of course.” Much of
his latter words are muffled by the glass affixed to his face.
“Yes, I remember those days. But in our case we never broke the skin let alone severing
anything.”
“So you know nothing about this?” My God he has come up for air. “You know my dear old
friend I have to ask the question. This is an investigation after all. And while I am fully aware
of your character I am comfortably assured there are some things you wouldn’t do.
“Only, my dear friend, that I have it on good authority that we are all cursed.” I might as well
pass along the news.
Chapter Seven: A Witness Steps Forward
Cupid needs a lie down now,
he’s tired and he’s fried.
Because of all this world unrest;
he’s had to work overtime.
He’s stopped wearing diapers
but that’s not all to watch…
Instead of shooting at one’s heart,
he’s aiming at their crotch.
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Almost immediately that scrod-soaked skank Phoebe Ballmeister began wagging her gums to
whomever would listen, man or animal, animate object or the simplest table, that she
recognized the man fleeing the cemetery around the time of the ill-fated demises.
The authorities had not had a chance to speak with her as she had suddenly gone missing.
Nothing nefarious, she was on holiday accompanied by several bottles of gin, four burlap
sacks of raw clams, and a dull butter knife. She mistook a hollowed-out oak for a luxury flat
and began her squat without forwarding any mail.
While she had no credibility she might do in a pinch if bodies started to pile and the
constabulary needed a scapegoat.
So I called on her as if it were the old days. I had a young boy carry my card to her with an
introduction worth a couple of shillings and a handful of daisies; her favourite flower.
Twenty years ago we were sweet on each other until I found out that she would entertain any
other gentlemen caller for a shilling all the while my dates included the aforementioned
flowers and dinner; all in all costing me much, much more.
But I needed her; my neck needed her to keep me out of the noose. No matter how addled her
mind and body I needed to rekindle those dying embers of an emotion.
Oh, I admit she was my true love, my only true love and a true love gone awry. What we
had…What could have been…What still might be? No, I can’t show her that side of
me…vulnerable and desperate…or am I just horn--…
I called on her as if it were the old days. Twenty years ago we were sweet on each other until
I found out her penchant for entertaining mature gentlemen callers for one shilling a throw all
the while my dates with her, including flowers, dinner and a tasteful card, set me back almost
three.
I remember the first time I met her. We talked. We held hands. I actually fell in love once in
the bar and twice behind the great oak a mile and a half up the road.
But that’s too crass for a man in love with a young lady…Unlike her present appearance, her
place was always well kept; no noticeable rat droppings, and unlike many of her station, she
actually has curtains.
I told her I represented the local merchants’ guild and wanted to know her thoughts
concerning the parcelling of parsnips. When I looked deep into her green eyes I was hooked.
I was forever smitten and asked her out for drinks…
Oh, I can relive my youth and speak about her for hours…
Then she walks in a place like mine.
“Looks like the old days, nothing’s changed; the furniture is in the same spots, though the
cobwebs are bigger, and the dust is thicker.” She always did insult and belittle; although
unpaid, it always was her second favourite vocation.
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Fearful she might finger me, I waste no time in my challenge. “You are one to talk. You look
as though your fifty cats have been using you as a hammock.”
“You invited me. I don’t have to be civil. You haven’t called me for years, after all we were
once sweeties—didn’t you miss me?”
I recognize that stance, fists to her sides with elbows pointing out. A sturdy stance with her
knees slightly bent and feet planted. The old emotions are truly rushing back.
“You hurt me. Are you here preparing to do the same again; you know volume two?” I shift
my feet in a sturdy stance.
I let her fire the first shot. “Look I’ll go. I wasn’t sure why you sent for me here in the first
place. I had a desperate hope that perhaps we could have made peace after all these years. I
know I have problems and I am sorry if they spilled on to you at some point.
“But my Lord, that was so many years ago. I would have hoped we would have grown more
since then. I thought you would have been over that bridge by now. Yes, I hurt a lot of
people. I hurt my family. I hurt my friends. I hurt people I didn’t know and never ever saw
before.
“I live with the guilt of that every minute of every day while I struggle with my demons. And
yes I have lapses. Lord I have enough sap soaking up the crack of my bottom to indicate that.
“But I have my lucid moments as well, such as this; such as today. When you get through the
carnage of scarred minds and bodies and broken homes I have left behind just look closely
and don’t lose sight of the fact that mostly I have hurt myself and hurt myself more than
anyone else.
“But I am doing better of late. The drinking is only coming in binges weeks apart now. The
anonymous men are gone entirely. I am working at honest jobs to make a dollar cleaning
crappers with my own assortment of brushes…” The emotion in her voice was cognizant and
sincere, I realize now I had nothing to fear. Do you know how hot I was beginning to feel?
“You want to know about the killer. Well I will give you credit you are the first and so far
only person to have asked with any matter of seriousness. Yes, I saw the killer over the
bodies and I saw him severe one of the heads. He didn’t use a saw or knife, he just twisted
and jerked it off the torso. I was so scared I yelped rather than screamed.
“And I made eye contact with him. It may have been for only a wisp of a moment, but I made
eye contact with him while he was fleeing to another part of the boneyard.”
My grip relaxed on the chair I was planning to smash her with. It wasn’t the doomsday chair.
I bolted that above the bar to avoid further temptation on my part and the part of my
customers.
The tension in my voice released itself as well. “You saw him then and you saw him in the
act. Good. Thank the Lord, so very Good.” My language was stumbling; I was coming down
from what I thought I had to do.
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“Do you think you could describe him well enough that a sketch could be made of him? A
sketch so detailed that it could be posted next to any broadside and may be used to capture
him?”
She became wide eyed and stumbled back in her stance. But for only a moment; only for a
moment as she seemed to pause to catch her breath and clear some spittle that was caught up
in a cheek.
“Yes. Yes, I can.”
I had to still be careful. I had to extract a description so precise in case the spaces in her
memory came a calling and I had to step in as her proxy. We had a homicidal maniac loose in
town and I had to be sure he was caught. I had to be sure he harmed no one else, innocent or
otherwise, especially me and especially if the publicity was going to be greater than mine and
the night time drag on my business was already even heavier.
“Well, my dear…”
She tilted her head slowly left and then slowly to the right and back to the left again. I
thought maybe she was trying to drop a pea in a hole.
“Well…”
“He wears this black helmet with horns on it. Two horns sort of bumping out the helmet, not
very tall but still noticeable and he has wings, not coming out of his back but his sides
coming out of his vest; black too and they extend may be five or six feet out. And, and…”
She was getting glassy eyed. Her tongue and lips frantically kept moving over and over each
other like a tumbling waterfall.
“And…”
“Long black boots, tied in the front. His nails are long, like talons. His smile; toothy
jagged…dripping in saliva…long teeth…Oh my God stop looking at me!!”
She turns away as I turn around to see him. The man, thing, whatever, just as she had
described, part bat, part man; she had seen mutilate my friends; smiling, drooling, breathing
heavily. His eyes quickly shift between the two of us. Back and forth, back and forth; he does
not fear an all-out attack he is just sizing up who he will be quickest to kill first.
This man dressed as a bat with the face of the devil must have snuck in through my back
door.
I move back to Phoebe, we grip each other in an attempt to hide in each other’s clothes.
Leaping up on the bar, he spreads his bat like wings. He hisses as he opens his mouth. I want
to laugh at the sheer theatre of this moment, but he has killed before. Reaching and behind he
grasps the doomsday chair, bolted above the bar; I am not sure if this for leverage for a leap
or simply to throw.
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He lets out a loud grunt as he jerks at it. We close our eyes and then the hear thud. A loud
thud; actually I heard him shout ‘oh shit!’ just a hair before the thud.
We wait for a minute or two, then three and four. The chair is still in place. Another minute
passes. No moans. No movement…
There he is, twisted in a million directions with teeth broken and at least a million bones out
of place, several breaking through the skin. A broken neck; the man the dailies dubbed Spring
Heeled Jack neither had spring or continued to be well healed. He was dead of a broken neck
behind my bar.
He must have slipped. He must have lost his balance. He was not an identifiable member of
this community. To this day we have no idea from where he came.
But it was over; well not quite that is, thanks to my chair, The Dooms Day chair, death came
a calling and the new opportunities for revenues in a slightly new direction have only just
begun.
THE END
Schlock! Presents: Ghostlands
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THE BOY WHO LOVED CHICKEN by Stephanie Morch Overbey
Joey crouched at the corner of 35th and Elm, surveying the scene in his black t-shirt, ripped
jeans and steel toed boots. The sun was a greasy patch in the sky and it was time to go home
after a long day. It was tiring terrorizing the sixth graders at his middle school, but Joey took
great pride in it. He shifted his position calmly, and spat a wad of grey gum at a squirrel in
the street as it scuttled by.
“Just one more today,” he mumbled to himself with intensity of an addict.
Traffic was light on the avenue, but he could see a car approaching slowly from about ten
blocks away. Joey got in to position, his heart thrusting in his chest in anticipation. The white
Saturn was thirty seconds away by his estimation. He counted down in his head until it was at
his arm’s length, then ran in front of the car.
The terrified driver slammed on the brakes and shrieked at the blood dripping down the
windshield. The deeply tanned woman with blond ponytail slowly opened her car door, and
crept out in disbelief. Joey was on his side on the other side of the street, writhing in pain.
The woman ran to him, tears streaming down her face and regretting the second martini she
had minutes before getting behind the wheel.
“Oh my god, are you okay?” she whispered in a strange, high pitched voice that she didn’t
recognize. “You ran out in front of me, I couldn’t stop in time!”
Joey rolled over whimpering slightly, holding his side as if his guts were about to spill out at
any moment like in a zombie movie. Without warning, he jumped up, dousing the driver with
the fake blood he had been hiding in his shirt.
“Ha! I got you, dumb yuppie bitch!” he yelled as he ran off down the street, laughing
hysterically as he sped along, waving his arms above his head like he had just won a race.
The woman crumpled to the ground, the twisted mixture of panic and relief causing her to
vomit two martinis and a pumpkin latte on to the pavement. People came out of their houses
to see what all the commotion was about, scratching their heads at the blood, barf and mad
woman in the street.
Playing chicken was one of Joey’s favourite pastimes. He was proud of the way he could
time his leaps so perfectly and navigate away from the lurching vehicles just in time to avoid
being crushed beneath their tires. Best of all were the reactions from his victims (the drivers)
who believed that they had mortally injured a child. The light would recede from their eyes as
they realized their world was about to be torn apart. Some people cried, some yelled for help,
but his favourite was those who were just silent, like they had died there along with him. One
time a man in a red sportscar had fainted as he stepped out of his car, hitting his head on the
pavement as he went down. Joey cut out of there quickly and quietly after that incident. He
made it home in time to see cop cars whizzing past his window. He prayed that nobody had
recognized him.
“Joey, is that you?” his Mom called out as he slammed the front door shut. “Your dinner’s in
the microwave. You can eat in your room tonight. Your sister’s got her friends over planning
for the school dance, so don’t bother them!”
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“Great, yeah whatever Mom,” he grumbled, dragging himself into the kitchen. He grabbed a
soda and lukewarm burritos and went upstairs. As he entered his room, the doorbell rang.
Joey ran to the window to make sure it wasn’t the local police looking for him. “Pizza
delivery? What the hell? And I get these crappy burritos for dinner? Not happening!” he
thought angrily.
He listened at his door for a second. Joey could tell that his Mom had put the pizza on the
dining room table and had gone back to her to office.
Ninja like he crept downstairs, spotting the stack of cardboard delivery boxes on the table.
The irritating sound of teenage girls coming up the driveway made him move faster. He
swiftly grabbed a pizza and was halfway up the stairs, when his older sister burst through the
front door yelling at him.
“Put that back, you little jerk! Mom, Joey took our pizza again!” she wailed.
“Screw this, little princess always gets what she wants,” he thought. He ran to his room,
locking it before his sister Nina could get in.
“It’s just one damn pizza! Leave me alone!” he demanded.
He drowned out her kicks at the door and his Mom’s desperate attempts to get him to unlock
his door by blasting death metal as loud as he could. With his black hoodie pulled up over his
forehead, he enjoyed the spoils of his escapade by stuffing himself with pepperoni pizza
while planning his next cruel joke.
He knew his parents had given up on him, plain and simple. They were even a little bit afraid
of him, so they left him alone in his mad world.
“Where did we go wrong?” they’d ask themselves, but that’s where the questions ended. Joey
was quite simply the black sheep of the family. After all, they had raised two perfectly welladjusted children, so two out of three wasn’t so bad. John Jr. was in his first year of law
school, and 17-year-old Nina was a cheerleader and straight A student with a dozen colleges
ready to give her scholarships.
On stormy days, his mother would look at photos of Joey when he was little, longing for the
days when all he wanted to do was sit on her lap while she read a story to him. He had been
such a good boy, always helpful and funny. But something happened when he was 8 years
old that twisted his personality into a hateful little monster. The girl next door, Sarah, was a
pretty blond child. She and Joey were best friends and he would do anything for her. One day
Sarah’s cat, Bobo, went missing. Sarah was inconsolable—the cat had been gone for two
days and the whole neighbourhood went searching for him.
On the third day, Joey ran excitedly up the stairs to Sarah’s house, banging on the door as
“I found your cat, Sarah! I found Bobo! Look!” he gleamed, and held Bobo out to Sarah
proudly. He couldn’t wait to be called a hero—Sarah’s hero. As he stood there proudly with
Bobo in his arms, Sarah just stared at him with wide eyes for what seemed like forever. Then
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her mouth formed a strange shape, allowing an ear-piercing shriek to escape that brought her
mother running.
Bobo had been mauled by a coyote, and what was left of him was covered in caked blood and
flies. One eye was entirely missing, while the other was hanging out of the socket. The only
thing that was identifiable about the cat was the blue collar situated on his neck with “Bobo”
engraved into a silver heart.
This was a pivotal, shocking moment for Joey. He had expected admiration and thanks from
his best friend for a job well done, but in the chaos of her screams and the growing crowd of
onlookers, she had become a monster to him. They never spoke to each other again, and
Sarah’s family moved away several months later. But, the story of the boy who delivered a
dead cat to a little girl became urban legend in the town. As it happens in the game of
telephone, facts get distorted and a totally innocent act becomes the plot of the next slasher
film. Joey’s reputation was ruined for life. The rumour mill worked hard to cast tales about
him, that he had in fact tortured and murdered the cat himself. It was agreed that he was
likely to become a serial killer. Nobody ever asked what his side of the story was, they just
shunned him and moved on.
His innocence removed and with nothing to lose, Joey became a dark terror to all who knew
him. Every school year, a few edgy boys clad in black hoodies would try to befriend Joey
“the cat killer” but he worked alone. He didn’t need friends anyway, they just took up his
valuable time—time spent on a razor’s edge between madness and the lonely, black void.
Now with his belly stuffed with the stolen pizza, he rolled lazily on his side like a satiated
beast. Staring at the clock, Joey suddenly felt anxious and hopped up like a soldier ready for
war. Grabbing his cell phone from his desk, he put an ear to his door. All was quiet in the
house and he figured everyone was asleep. Silently, he slipped across the hall and peered into
his sister’s room. Nina was known for her stunning beauty at school, but what none of her
classmates knew were the lengths that she went to for such a pristine face. He readied his cell
phone to snap a few pics of his sister’s face covered in zit cream, her mouth wide open
drooling on her retainer and hair wrapped in childlike curlers.
“This will be good,” Joey chuckled to himself. “Just some innocent photos for school
tomorrow.”
A voice from below made him swiftly retreat from her room. He crept to the top of the stairs
and strained to hear the conversation. It was his parents talking, which was strange, because
they never stayed up past 10:00 pm.
“Don’t you think he’s a little young for military school? He’s still my baby boy!” his mother
said in a cracked voice.
“Honey,” his father said calmly “Mrs. Donelson told me that yesterday she caught him
urinating in their pool. And the day before that, the school principal sent me a text that he
would be permanently expelled if we didn’t get him under control! What choice do we have?
It’s military school or prison!”
“Military school? What the hell? They wouldn’t send him away, would they?”. Joey’s head
exploded with conflicting emotions. For the first time in years, he was feeling scared. Really
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scared. He didn’t want to be sent away. He didn’t want to leave his room, his video games or
his parents.
“Hell no, this ain’t happening!” he thought. He’d sooner run away and live on the streets than
face a year or possibly years of uptight dickheads screaming in his face. He ran downstairs,
making a beeline for the front door.
“Joey, where you going, hon? It’s after 11 on a school night,” his mother called after him.
“Piss off, you hag!” he shouted at the top of his lungs, creating a disruption in the
neighbourhood that caused several neighbours’ lights to be turned on. His father stuck his
head out the door, slinging one arm around his wife’s shoulders.
“See, dear, he needs help. He’s always been a bad seed, now he needs some tough love,” he
said to her.
“Oh, I suppose you’re right. We’ll tell him in the morning,” she sniffed as she shut and
locked the front door behind her.
On the blackened streets, Joey felt like he could breathe again. Like a feral cat, he jumped
fences and slunk around corners looking for signs of life that might have something he could
take, harm or otherwise abuse. Out of the corner of his eye, he spotted a hearse cruising
slowly down the road. As he turned his head, the driver peered at him and grimaced.
“What are you looking at, perv! Get back to your dead girlfriend, freak,” he yelled.
He shook a little, not from the cold but from the realization that he’d seen the same hearse
three times this week. Pulling his jacket closer to his body, he was gratified to find that his
switchblade was still tucked away in his pocket.
“Huh, weird. Well, maybe he really is a perv, but I’d like to see him try something.”
Something in the pit of his stomach told him to go home and pull the covers up over his head.
Plus, he had to take a crap. Tomorrow was another day full of opportunities. Joey was sure
his parents were just testing him like they always did. It wasn’t the first time they’d talked
about sending him away.
Joey was awakened by the sound of tires squealing past his house. Everyone else had gone to
school or work. For some reason, his mother hadn’t woken him up for school.
“Sweet. Got the house to myself and to hell with going to school today anyway.” He whistled
as he went downstairs in wrinkled clothes to pour himself a bowl of Captain Crunch. On the
kitchen counter he spotted a note in his dad’s awkward writing.
JOEY, NO NEED FOR YOU TO GO TO SCHOOL TODAY. WE’LL TALK ABOUT IT
WHEN I GET HOME TONIGHT. BIG CHANGES ON THE HORIZON,
LOVE, DAD
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“That’s what you think, fucker,” he whispered, tearing up the note. He wasn’t going
anywhere. Not today, not tomorrow. Hell, maybe he’d never move out, just live in the
basement forever.
A few cherry pop tarts later and fuelled by sugar he was amped to go out into the world
again. The mall offered endless possibilities for trouble, so he spent the bulk of his day being
chased by security guards. The sun was setting when he busted through the doors out into the
street. His dad had been texting him for the past hour demanding that he get his butt home.
There was going to be trouble tonight at the house.
For a second, Joey felt another tinge of fear at the thought of being sent away. Would they
love him more if he were gone? What if they never let him come home?
“Come on, don’t pussy out. They can’t send me away. I won’t let them!” he fumed. “I’ve
gotta fortify myself. I’ll play one game of chicken before I go home, that’ll toughen me up.
I’ll be laughing in their face like a psycho killer when I get back!”
He was five blocks away from home. The sunset had been dazzling but the night was pitch
black and cold. Freezing, actually. Joey stood at the corner of River Street, determining his
next move. In the darkness, he could see the feeble lights of a car traveling towards him.
Angling up the street, he got into position behind a run-down Buick. Instead of the usual
adrenaline pumping through his veins, he was shivering and clenching his teeth, but he was
determined to do the task before him.
“Almost, almost,” he told himself as he shifted his weight. As he leapt up, he noticed that his
shoe lace was untied, throwing off his timing and putting him directly in front of the car with
no time to roll out of the way like he had done so many times in the past. In the slow-motion
fall to the ground with his head slamming down on the pavement, he heard the squealing of
tires. The thought floated in his head that there was something familiar about that sound—
then there was nothing but darkness.
Joey woke up to the feeling of his body being lifted, but he couldn’t speak, and it felt like his
brain was sliding out of his skull.
“At least now I won’t be sent away to school,” he giggled quietly.
Colours were swirling in his head, and he felt hot breath on his cheek. The air around him had
the stench of decay that made him gag and choke. Gasping for air, he opened his eyes. The
outline of a man peered down at him with eyes like the devil. The man bent down slowly, and
Joey realized it was the hideous undertaker who had been following him. He tried to scream
but no sound escaped from his mouth.
“Got you, Joey,” hissed the undertaker, “got you!” His grimace turning into a terrifying grin
as he slammed the coffin lid shut.
THE END
Cyrus Song
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REVIEW by John C Adams
Once by James Herbert
Every James Herbert novel involves some supernatural or manmade threat where the world
gets saved by a strong-jawed hero, right? Wrong!
Thom Kindred heads down to the woods to play with the fairies and gets more than he
bargained for. The London-based carpenter grew up at Little Bracken, a secluded cottage on
Sir Russell Bleethe’s estate in Shropshire. After a road accident, the 27-year-old goes back
there to recuperate. He reconnects with the memory of his mother and with real or imaginary
childhood friends deep in the forest:
He had never been lonely here, not when imagination and fantasy were his true friends. Or
perhaps his mentors...For an instant—and only an instant—the childhood memories became
a reality, became now, and he felt the same excitement, the same soaring blissfulness that
could only come from a special kind of innocence and a willingness to believe.
Thom (a loner, brooding and sensitive) is soon fighting off the attention of three very
different women. Jennet, a faerie he finds masturbating in the forest one day. Kate, his
physiotherapist, who isn’t averse to a little recreational lesbianism. And Nell, who morphs
into a succubus as Thom’s semen is still drooling down her chin. Talk about embarrassment
of riches! No wonder the poor boy’s confused.
And then he was in the euphoria of release and he spilled into her mouth. He cried out with
the exhilaration and his eyelids sprung open so that he saw...So that he saw the fiend
squatting between his legs, its great humped back bent over his groin, thick, enormous lips
around his penis, massive head jerking erratically as it drained him of his semen.
Thom heads into the forest to discover the true nature of the faery folk living there and, in the
process, answers some lingering questions about his mother’s true nature and why she
disappeared from his life when he was still a young boy.
As erotic novels go, I was pretty impressed with this one. There was a real and complex
character-driven plot, which is a lot more than you can say for some examples of the genre.
The hero was very likeable and each of the three female characters was empowered and
feisty, albeit they were each very different.
Never thought I’d get to write a book review that references female masturbation or
recreational lesbianism. Thanks, James Herbert. You’re the best.
Don’t worry. This piece of erotic fiction comes with a happy ending. Heh heh.
Once by James Herbert is available from Pan.
Enjoy!
THE END
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THE GREY WOLF OF CHICAGO by Garret Schuelke
Part Three
One Year Later
The Rudkus slid his shoes on and opened the door. He put his hand into his front pocket.
“This yours, Chris?” the woman behind him asked, holding up a cell phone.
“It is,” Chris said, taking the cell phone and hugging the woman. “Thanks, I’ll see ya next
week.”
He walked down the stairs. He looked at his phone and saw that his contact had called a few
minutes ago. He dialled the number.
“Hey, what’s up?” Chris asked as he turned the corner. “Yeah, I’m ready for the next
delivery.”
A figure was watching him on a rooftop. He cracked his knuckles and put up his hood.
“Hey, this was the fifth delivery I’ve done tonight,” Chris said. “I deserve a break!”
The figure hopped onto another rooftop. He picked up a brick that had come loose from a
derelict chimney.
“BULLSHIT! We can afford more runners, and fuckin’ Upton knows it!”
The figure threw the brick, hitting Chris in the side of the head, smashing his hand and
destroying the phone. Chris fell to the ground.
The figure jumped down to the street. He walked up to Chris and began rifling through the
gangbangers pockets. Chris looked up, and through the various colours flashing before his
eyes, saw the figure going through his wallet.
“Four hundred bucks,” the figure said. “That’ll pay for rent and a couple of rounds tonight.”
He searched Chris’s front pockets and discovered a dime bag. He sniffed it and smiled. “If
there’s one good thing I can say about you Rudkuses, it’s that you got some quality green.”
The figure began walking away. Chris regained his composure, and sat up. He released his
tentacle, and shot it towards the figure.
“HOLD UP!” he yelled, wrapping the tentacle around the figures waist.
Shit, the figure thought. He watched Chris struggle to his feet. I should have aimed more
carefully.
“Gimme my shit back!” Chris said. He tried to drag the figure towards him. His tentacle gave
a small tug.
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“If I did that,” the figure raised his hand, “how would I ever make a living in this town?”
The figure let his hand down, slicing through the tentacle. Chris said, “What the fuck?!” as
his tentacle fell to the ground and withered. The figure rushed Chris, punching him in the
stomach. His hood fell back.
Chris fell to his knees. The figure unwrapped the tentacle that was still around his waist and
dropped it. He got down on one knee, put his hand underneath Chris’s chin, and tipped his
head up.
“You,” Chris coughed, “bitch!”
“I prefer being called ‘The Grey Wolf’,” Gareth said, grinning.
Chris’s eyes widened. “Shit.”
Gareth stood up and began walking away. “Stay in school, kid.”
“I’m twenty,” Chris said.
Gareth looked back at him. “Go to community college, then. Just stop being a stupid fucking
gangbanger!”
Gareth turned the corner and ran down the street. He went into top speed when he got onto
Clark. A few minutes later he was going through downtown. He started humming Kanye
West’s “All of the Lights” as he slightly slowed down to admire the cityscape. As he exited
downtown, he went back to top speed. Soon enough, he was back in Bridgeport.
He stopped back in front of his house. He dusted himself off, took a deep breath, and went
inside.
“Guess who got out of work early!” Gareth said.
“The only guy in this house that ever gets out early?” Lana asked, turning herself over onto
her stomach and resting her head on the couches armrest.
“DING! DING!” Gareth said, lifting himself over the couch with one arm.
Lana quickly crunched up, so Gareth wouldn’t land on her legs. “Why you get out early this
time?”
“Because I’m that good. You should really give the bouncing profession a try.”
Lana turned over onto her back. “My nursing career is fulfilling enough, thank you,” she said,
putting her feet onto Gareth’s lap.
“Here’s the rent,” Gareth took out the money he stole and handed three hundred of it. He dug
out the weed and tossed it between her breasts. “And here’s a token of our eternal friends
with benefits relationship.”
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Lana laughed. “You’re too sweet.”
Gareth watched Netflix with Lana, waiting for Haruki and Tucker to return from their jobs.
Gareth took off Lana’s socks and rubbed her feet.
“Oh, baby,” Lana sighed, closing her eyes.
“Call me the Big Bad Wolf.”
“Never gonna happen—stop dreaming.”
“I’ll convince you eventually.” Gareth traced his claws on Lana’s thigh. She giggled and told
him to stop.
Haruki and Tucker entered the house. They were both covered in grease.
“Yo, guys,” Gareth looked them over, “you bring home dinner?”
Tucker took off his work shirt, crumbled it up, and threw it at Gareth. “Bon appétit,
dickhead.”
Gareth sniffed it. “Chick soup. Nice.”
“What happened out there?” Lana asked.
“Twins,” Haruki said.
“Autistic twins,” Tucker added.
“We don’t know that.”
“I’m taking an educated guess.”
Haruki rolled his eyes. “Big family. We both served them. The twins freaked out and threw
their soups on us. I had to stop flathead here from slapping them.”
Gareth and Lana were both laughing.
“No, I wanted to slap the parents,” Tucker said, “and tell them that this is what happens when
you vaccinate your stupid kids!”
Gareth and Lana laughed harder. Haruki punched Tucker in the arm and ordered him to go
take a shower.
“So yeah, I got tipped big tonight.” Gareth flashed the one-hundred-dollar bill. “Drinks are on
me.”
“Drinks and snacks,” Haruki said. “We got invited to a midnight house party in
Wrigleyville.”
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“Sweetness!” Gareth slapped Lana’s leg. “You’re my date tonight.”
Lana stretched. “Nah, I’m too tired.”
Haruki heard the water running. “I’m gonna go clean up with Tuck.” He started ascending the
stairs. “We’ll get dinner and bar hop before we head over.”
“You should clean up too,” Lana said to Gareth.
Gareth slumped, and continued rubbing her feet. “I showered four days ago. I’m good.”
Lana made vomiting sounds. “I should start wearing a biohazard suit when we fuck.”
Gareth smiled. “Would that mean I wouldn’t have to wear rubbers anymore?”

Sturgill shook Upton awake. “Hey, one of our delivery guys needs to talk to you.”
Upton groaned and rubbed his eyes. “Why exactly do they need to talk to me? I’m not in
charge of their shit.”
“He claims that he’s seen what the Grey Wolf looks like.”
Upton slammed his head on his pillow and closed his eyes. “We all know it’s a white guy
with a hood.”
“Yeah, but he says he saw his face.”
Upton sat back up. “Okay, let him in.”
Sturgill walked over to the lab door and opened it. Chris walked in, gawking at the
equipment.
“All right, let’s hear it,” Upton said.
Chris told Upton what occurred and described what the Grey Wolf looked like. He then
mentioned that his tentacle was cut in half.
Upton put his hand up. “Hold on, he cut your tentacle in half?”
Chris nodded. “I thought they were unbreakable.”
“Are you sure he didn’t slice it in half with his hand?”
“What? I couldn’t really see that well—”
Upton growled. “Turn around and lift up your shirt.”
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Chris did so. Upton told him to extend his tentacle out. Chris did so, and Upton took a hold of
the tentacle and took out his own.
“Hold still,” Upton said. A needle came out of the end of Upton’s tentacle. He pierced the
back of Chris’s neck. Chris gasped. His eyes rolled back, and his body stiffened.
“Howdy, boys,” Mysta said, entering the lab. She stopped when she saw what was going on.
“Good timing on my part,” she said, whipping out her phone.
Upton closed his eyes. He shuffled through Chris’s mind until he found the encounter
between him and the Grey Wolf. Gareth’s grinning face appeared. Upton clenched his fists.
“BASTARD!” Upton yelled. He retracted his tentacle. Chris gasped for breath, and collapsed.
“Get him out of here,” Mysta said to Sturgill, who nodded and dragged Chris out. She walked
up to Upton. “So, how did the ‘psychic’ component work directly on a person?”
Upton shook violently, grinding his teeth.
“Well, I do know that kid fainting like that isn’t a good thing. We should try—”
“I know who the Grey Wolf is now,” Upton said.
“So you saw the memory perfectly?”
“It was the guy from last summer—the one who fucked us up. He’s the one that’s been
robbing our delivery boys all this time!” He looked around. “STURGILL!”
Sturgill ran back into the lab. “Yeah, boss?”
“The Grey Wolf may still be prowling around. I want every Rudkus in Chicago with an Eye
Cam to have them activated for the rest of the night! I want this punk dead, and I want to see
it happen!”
“On it!”
Sturgill left the room. Upton took off his shirt. “Get me my dose of Radicals,” he said to
Mysta.
“I told you a hundred times before, so I’ll tell you again,” Mysta said. “The mechanization
process if far from finished. You’re going to tear yourself apart if you use—”
“You’ll just have to put me back together, then,” Upton said. He entered the bathroom and
closed the door.

Gareth felt another hand go through his hair. He swatted it away. The man apologized, told
him he was cute, and asked Gareth if it was dyed. Gareth told him to fuck off and returned to
his drink.
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“Man, you’re savage,” Tucker said, laughing.
Gareth shook his head. “I’m just sick of these creeps always feeling me up.”
“Well, you should probably go out in your ‘normal mode’ if you don’t want to get hassled.
It’s not like there are tons of twenty-something’s walking around with old man hair.”
A group of girls walked by and complimented Tucker on his mask. Tucker thanked them, and
called them ‘darlings’
“If you don’t like drunken bachelorettes hassling you, then you shouldn’t wear your Godan
mask in public,” Gareth said.
“It’s not the same. I love the attention.”
“Unless one of them grabs your butt.” Gareth took a swig.
“That was only one time, and that woman was really old, disgusting, and awful!” Tucker put
his arm around Gareth’s shoulder, and put his fingers through his hair. “Does this make you
mad?”
“No, because you’re my friend. You’re totally allowed to do this.”
“Anytime?”
Gareth tried to take a sip of his beer. Some of it dribbled down his chin. “There are certain
times I would prefer you not, but yeah.”
They remained still for a second. Gareth checked his phone, and saw that they had 30 minutes
until the party was to start.
“I just realized something,” Tucker said.
Have you finally realized your boyfriend and I have been fucking whenever you’re not
around? Gareth thought.
“We’ve talked about it, kind of, but I’ve never thanked you for saving my ass last summer.”
Way to let me down again, Tuck, Gareth thought. “It’s cool.” Gareth sat up. “I could tell you
were thankful.”
“No, you couldn’t.”
“Uh-huh.”
“You got mind reading powers, too?”
“No, I’m just perceptive.”
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Tucker stood up. Gareth drained the rest of his beer. Tucker took off his mask, looked at it,
and wrapped it around Gareth’s face.
Gareth sighed. “You’re not that drunk, Tuck.”
“I know.”
“Why must you do this to me?”
“Cause you’re actually a hero.” Tucker put his hand on Gareth’s shoulder. “You got the
powers for it.”
Gareth pulled the mask down onto his neck. “You don’t need powers to be a hero. You could
be a hero right now, actually.”
“Really? Tell me how. I’m anxious to get this legend going.”
Gareth saw Haruki come into the bar. Thank God, Gareth thought.
Tucker rubbed Gareth’s head. “Come on, tell me!”
“How are you guys holding up?” Haruki asked, getting between them.
“I was about to tell Tuck that if he really wanted to be a hero, he would purchase the forties
and snacks on the way to the party.”
“They’re gonna have a keg, though.”
“Lover,” Tucker said, putting his arms around Haruki’s hip and pulling him close. “We
talked about it while you were on the phone, and based on past experiences with keggers,
we’ve concluded that the beer is probably gonna suck.”
Haruki looked at him strangely. “And forty ounces are gonna be any better?”
“It won’t be Miller or Coors, at least.”
Haruki glared at Gareth, then noticed Tucker’s mask handing around his neck. “Aw, he
finally convinced you to wear it!”
“Let’s not talk about this,” Gareth said. “Did you get in contact with your friends?”
“Yep, let’s get going.” Haruki took them by the hands and led them outside. They walked
down Halsted. “The party’s going to start in an hour instead.” Haruki hooked arms with
Gareth and Tucker. “But they’re cool with us coming over early.”
“Shit, I just remembered,” Haruki said, “we should have brought weed.”
“They’ll probably have that—and molly.”
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Wonder how will my healing factor react to that? Gareth thought. He spotted a convenience
store up ahead. “There’s a store. Let’s load up!”
Fold and Erie stood in the doorway of the closed boutique. Erie saw Gareth, Haruki, and
Tucker coming towards them. He nudged Fold. “We got another grey-hair coming up.”
Fold hummed. “Better not be another old fuck.”
“Just look.” Erie nodded towards Gareth as they crossed the street.
“Well, he looks like the right age.” He activated his camera eyes and psychic link. “Boss, we
got another one for you to check out.”
“It better not be another old fuck!” Upton said.
Fold laughed. “You’ve read my mind!” He looked directly at Gareth and zoomed in as he
was an impersonation in the parking lot for Haruki and Tucker. “He’s the guy dancing
around—looks about our age.”
“Dancing?” Upton muttered. He relaxed himself and concentrated, fully making Fold’s vision
his own. He saw a grey-haired figure twirling around. The figure stopped, revealing Gareth,
laughing, giving a thumbs up.
“It’s him,” Upton said. Fold told him he did not hear what he said. He slammed his fist on the
table. “THAT’S HIM!!!”
“Jesus!” Fold yelled, holding his ears. “Not so loud!”
“Did you find him?” Mysta asked, looking up from her magazine.
Upton ignored her. “Where are you right now?”
“A convenience store on Halstead, Boystown.”
“Boystown,” Upton repeated.
“That’s near one of my labs,” Mysta got up. “How’s Fold going to go after him?”
Upton glared at her. “Shut up! Fold, is he still there?”
“He just went inside with his friends. Want us to go after him?”
“No, keep your distance. You got a gun on ya?”
“I don’t. You got a gun, Erie?” Erie shook his head. “Neither of us got a gun.”
“I can help you with guy with that.” Mysta interrupted. Surprised, Upton turned around and
saw Mysta with a headset on.
“Boss, who’s that?” Fold asked.
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“Never mind my identity, and listen.” Mysta paced around the lab. “I’ll send you the biggest
gun I have in my Lakeview lab to your location, but I need you guys to do something for
me.”
Fold looked at Erie, confused. “Um, boss?”
“Just do as she says,” Upton said.
“I want you guys to kill everyone in that store, you hear me? Not just the Grey Wolf.” Mysta
began typing a text. “My assistants will be over there in a few minutes with a truck to retrieve
the bodies.”
Fold eyes widened. “Gotcha…other boss.”
Upton closed his eyes and concentrated. “Get closer to the store and watch them until the
assistants arrive. Got that?”
“Got it, boss.”
“Keep your camera eyes and psychic link going. I want to see it all go down.”
“Got it.” The link went silent. Fold nodded to Erie, and they began crossing the street. Fold
rubbed his temples, hoping to stop the throbbing.

Tucker entered the candy section. He stopped himself, muttered “Shit!”, and turned right
back around.
Haruki took out an orange juice. He saw Tucker power walking back to the beer section.
“Honey, what’s the rush?”
“I forgot the Colt 45’s!” Tucker said, putting down the basket and opening the door.
A white moving truck blared its horns and entered the parking lot.
“That them?” Erie asked.
Fold shrugged. “I don’t know, man.”
Gareth walked up to Haruki. I’m good to go, boys.”
Haruki looked down at Gareth’s basket. It was filled entirely with forties.
“You guys,” Haruki looked back and forth at Gareth and Tucker. “I think you’re going way
overboard.”
“It’s never enough!” Tucker said, putting two Colt 45’s into his basket.
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Three figures wearing black hazmat suits exited the vehicle.
“You these ‘assistants’ we were told about?” Fold asked the driver as the other two ran to the
back.
“YES.” the Assistant said in a robotic voice.
Both Fold and Erie were taken aback. “How are you supposed to help us?
“BRING SUPPLIES. TRANSPORT CARGO.”
Fold looked at Erie. Erie mouthed “What the fuck?”
Haruki bent down and took out two forties from the basket. “I am not dragging you home
tonight. Chill out.”
“I’ll be in complete control,” Tucker said.
Gareth snorted. “Until you feel like whipping a bottle out the window.”
“Your creepy android act is starting to piss me off,” Fold said, cracking his knuckles.
The back of the van was opened. Five more black hazmat-clad figures exited the vehicle and
formed a line. Two of them stumbled out, each carrying the end of a giant minigun.
“USE THIS.” The Assistant said. “KILL EVERYONE IN BUILDING.”
Fold rolled his eyes. “I can’t pick that shit up.”
The Assistant took a metal box out of his pocket and opened it, revealing syringes. “INJECT
ALKALINE RADICALS.”
Fold smiled. “Oh, it’s gonna be that kind of party.”
“SHUT UP. INJECT, MORON.”
Erie burst out laughing. Fold growled.
Gareth laughed as Haruki put two bottles of orange juice into Tuckers basket.
“Just what do you think you’re doing?” Tucker asked.
“I’m using my ‘concerned boyfriend’ card and telling you that you can have equal amounts
of alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.”
Tucker snapped his fingers. “Add vodka to them, and we’ll have Screwdrivers!”
Fold injected the Radicals. Erie stepped back. Fold clenched his fists as his muscles instantly
bulged. He took a deep breath, and relaxed.
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“BEGIN NOW,” the Assistant said.
Fold punched the Assistant, sending him into the truck.
“Shithead,” Fold mumbled as he watched the Assistant slump to the ground. None of the
other Assistants reacted. Fold grabbed the minigun and walked towards the convenience store
entrance.
“Guys, guys,” Gareth said, coming between them, “this can all be solved if we just forgot
about the alcohol and went with drinking Faygo instead.”
Tucker and Haruki stared at him. Gareth grinned.
“Juggalo solutions won’t help us here,” Tucker said.
Gareth shrugged. “It did when I was growing up.”
Fold kicked one of the doors off its hinges, sending it flying into a shelf.
“HEY, GRAY WOLF!” Fold yelled, steadying himself and the gun.
Gareth froze in place. Haruki and Tucker stood up and looked towards the front. Gareth and
Fold locked eyes.
“There you are,” Fold aimed at Gareth. “Upton sends his regards.”
Gareth wrapped his body around Haruki and turned around. He felt Tucker do the same to
him while pushing them to their knees. Fold began firing at them. Gareth saw the glass
shatter around them. Drinks sprayed everywhere. He then felt the bullets begin to enter him.
He bit down on his lip. He looked up at Tucker, whose face was frozen in terror. A bullet
shattered his skull. Gareth’s teeth went through his lip as he was doused in Tuckers blood.
He screamed.
“GODDAMN!” Fold yelled. He began sweeping across the store, slaughtering the patrons
and destroying everything. Erie smacked him repeatedly on the shoulder. Fold stopped. “You
think I got him.”
Erie looked at him in disgust. The Assistants pushed past them.
“DON’T YOU FUCKING TOUCH ME!” Fold yelled, aiming at them.
One of the Assistants twirled him around. “WE WILL HANDLE THIS. GET RID OF THE
POLICE.”
“What?” Fold asked as the Assistant ran off. He looked out and saw two cop cars, with four
cops behind their car doors, guns drawn. “Oh, gotcha.” Fold stepped outside and began firing
on them.
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The Assistants collected the bodies, lifting two at a time with each arm, and rushing outside
to throw them into the back of the truck. One of them picked up Tucker and Gareth. Gareth
woke up, and saw Haruki, lying in a pool of blood, becoming smaller. He tried to move his
arms, but they remained still.
Shit, he thought. He saw another Assistant pick up Haruki. He closed his eyes and tried to
concentrate his healing factor into his arms.
Erie ran with the Assistant that was carrying Gareth and Tucker. “You motherfuckers almost
done? This place is about to get swarmed soon!”
The Assistant ignored him and ran up the ramp. He ran on top of the bodies and dropped
Gareth and Tucker near the back.
“We’re gonna hitch a ride with you guys, all right?” Erie yelled.
“ONLY ASSISTANTS AND CARGO ALLOWED ON TRANSPORT!” the Assistant said,
running past him.
Erie grabbed the back of the Assistants mask. “FUCK THAT! YOU’RE GETTING US OUT
OF HERE!”
The Assistant turned around and backhanded Erie. “ARRAINGMENTS CAN BE MADE,”
he said, as another Assistant ran passed them and into the van.
Gareth felt his arms moving again. He wiggled his fingers, and put his hands together. He
opened his eyes and saw Tucker next to him.
“Oh, fuck,” he said. He began to tear up. He closed his eyes again and clenched his hands,
and began concentrating on healing his entire body.
The Assistant threw Haruki onto Tuckers body, waking him up. Haruki looked around and
saw Gareth self-healing.
“Gare?” Haruki said, weakly. “Hey, Gareth.”
Gareth’s eyes shot open. “Ruki?” He smiled.
Haruki tried to push himself up. Pain shot through him, and he collapsed. “So, this is what
it’s like to get shot.” He looked at Gareth. “It’s just as painful as you said it was.”
Gareth heard clanking behind them. He told Haruki to remain still. An Assistant walked up,
threw two bodies next to them, and ran off.
“You gonna save us, Gare?” Haruki whispered. He pushed himself sideways, and slid down
next to Gareth.
“Just shut up!” Gareth said. “I’m almost healed up.”
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A woman began to scream and cry. Gareth looked up and saw the heads of two Assistants
looking in. One of them pointed inwards. The other nodded, took out a pistol, and began
walking up the ramp.
“Shit!” Gareth mumbled. “Play dead!”
Haruki reached over to Gareth’s neck. Gareth told him to stop. The Assistant began shooting
the bodies. The woman screamed louder.
“Do me a favour,” Haruki said, pulling the mask onto Gareth’s face and tightened it. “Be
Godan, since Tucker can’t do it.”
“I’ll get us out of here—just be quiet!”
The Assistant shot the screaming woman, and continued shooting into the other bodies.
Haruki stroked Gareth’s face. “Be my hero.”
The Assistant stood over them. He aimed his pistol at Haruki’s head.
“Love you.”
Godan shot up and grabbed the Assistants arm, forcing it upwards. The Assistant shot rapidly
into the roof. Godan punched him in the face, sending him flying outside.
The Assistant flew past Erie and skid past Fold, who was still shooting at the cops. Erie
looked inside. His eyes widened.
“Oh, you gotta be shitting me!” Erie said, running off towards the space between the
convenience store and another building.
Godan leapt out of the truck. He slashed the nearest Assistant in the face, sending chunks of
rotting flesh and brown fluid flying. Two Assistants leapt on him, grabbing each arm. Godan
jerked away, and swung his elbows into their chests. He spun around and slashed either of
them in the face.
“Ew!” Godan mumbled, looking at the brown fluid that soaked his claws. He heard feet
behind him. He twirled around and punched another Assistant, putting his fist through his
mask. Gareth pulled back, his hand entirely covered in the liquid. He recoiled from the
stench.
Fold stopped shooting at the cops and relaxed. He smiled as he took in all the death and
destruction he caused. He heard shots behind him. He turned his head and saw Godan
running at the two final Assistants who were shooting at him.
“This is the most exciting night of my life,” Fold said, putting down the minigun. He
stretched his arms and began walking towards them.
Godan clothes-lined the Assistants. He felt the spot on his head where a bullet had grazed
him and cringed. He then noticed that he was being covered by a large shadow. He turned
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around and immediately crossed his arms above his head as Fold, fists clenched together,
brought down his might upon him. The pavement below them cracked. Pain shot through
Godan, and he dropped onto one knee.
“Since when do wolves have nine lives?” Fold asked, bringing his arm back up, then down
again. Godan caught the blow. Another bolt of pain shot through him. He rolled to the side.
“Upton’s watching this right now. “Fold started swinging at Godan. “I bet he’s freaking his
shit, since you’re still breathing after all that.” Godan dodged Fold’s fists. “I’d be freaking
out too if I wasn’t so hyped right now.” Godan caught Fold’s fists. “How strong are you,
Grey Wolf?”
Godan’s eyes narrowed.
“I’m the toughest Rudkus on this side of Chicago.” Fold pushed back, “I’m pumped full of
Radicals,” Godan broke away and jumped back, “and I don’t think you’re as tough as Upton
says you are.”
Godan cracked his knuckles. More cops showed up on each side of the street.
“LET’S GO, PUNK!” Fold yelled, running at Godan, Fist wound back.
Godan charged, fist wound back as well. The cops got out of their cars and assumed
defensive positions. Fold threw his fist at him. Godan screamed, and punched Fold’s fist.
Fold’s arm violently shot backwards. The bones in his hand shattered. Blood shot of his skin,
and his shoulder dislocated.
CONCLUDES NEXT WEEK
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ACROSS THE ZODIAC by Percy Greg
Chapter V—Language, Laws, And Life.
Though treated with the greatest kindness and courtesy, I soon found reason to understand
that I was, at least for the present, a prisoner. My host or his son never failed to invite me
each day to spend some time in the outer enclosure, but never intentionally left me alone
there. On one occasion, when Kevimâ had been called away and I ventured to walk down
towards the gate, my host’s youngest child, who had been playing on the roof, ran after me,
and reaching me just as my foot was set on the spring that opened the gate or outer door,
caught me by the hand, and looking up into my face, expressed by glance and gesture a
negative so unmistakable that I thought it expedient at once to comply and return to the
house. There my time was occupied, for as great a part of each day as I could give to such a
task without extreme fatigue, in mastering the language of the country. This was a much
simpler task than might have been supposed. I soon found that, unlike any Terrestrial tongue,
the language of this people had not grown but been made—constructed deliberately on set
principles, with a view to the greatest possible simplicity and the least possible taxation of the
memory. There were no exceptions or irregularities, and few unnecessary distinctions; while
words were so connected and related that the mastery of a few simple grammatical forms and
of a certain number of roots enabled me to guess at, and by and by to feel tolerably sure of,
the meaning of a new word. The verb has six tenses, formed by the addition of a consonant to
the root, and six persons, plural and singular, masculine and feminine.
Singular. | Masc. | Fem. || Plural. | Masc. | Fem.
———————|———-|———||—————|———-|————
I am | avâ | ava || We are | avau | avaa
Thou art | avo | avoo || You are | avou | avu
He or she is | avy | ave || They are | avoi | avee
———————|———-|———||—————|———-|————
The terminations are the three pronouns, feminine and masculine, singular and plural, each
represented by one of twelve vowel characters, and declined like nouns. When a nominative
immediately follows the verb, the pronominal suffix is generally dropped, unless required by
euphony. Thus, “a man strikes” is dak klaftas, but in the past tense, dakny klaftas, the verb
without the suffix being unpronounceable. The past tense is formed by the insertion of
n(avnâ: “I have been”), the future by m: avmâ. The imperative, avsâ; which in the first
person is used to convey determination or resolve; avsâ, spoken in a peremptory tone,
meaning “I will be,” while avso, according to the intonation, means “be” or “thou shalt be;”
i.e., shalt whether or no. R forms the conditional, avrâ, and ren the conditional past, avrenâ,
“I should have been.” The need for a passive voice is avoided by the simple method of
putting the pronoun in the accusative; thus, dâcâ signifies “I strike,” dâcal (me strike) “I am
struck.” The infinitive is avi; avyta, “being;” avnyta, “having been;” avmyta, “about to be.”
These are declined like nouns, of which latter there are six forms, the masculine in â, o, and
y, the feminine in a, oo, and e; the plurals being formed exactly as in the pronominal suffixes
of the verb. The root-word, without inflexion, alone is used where the name is employed in
no connection with a verb, where in every terrestrial language the nominative would be
employed. Thus, my guide had named the squirrel-monkeys ambau (sing. ambâ); but the
word is declined as follows: —
Singular. Plural.
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Nominative ambâs ambaus
Accusative ambâl ambaul
Dative, to or in ambân ambaun
Ablative, by or from ambâm ambaum
The five other forms are declined in the same manner, the vowel of the last syllable only
differing. Adjectives are declined like nouns, but have no comparative or superlative degree;
the former being expressed by prefixing the intensitive syllable ca, the latter, when used
(which is but seldom) by the prefix ela, signifying the in an emphatic sense, as his Grace of
Wellington is in England called The Duke par excellence. Prepositions and adverbs end in t
ord.
Each form of the noun has, as a rule, its special relation to the verb of the same root: thus
from dâc, “strike,” are derived dâcâ, “weapon” or “hammer;”, dâco, a “stroke” or “striking”
[as given] both masculine; dâca, “anvil;” dâcoo, “blow” or “beating” [as received]; and dâke,
“a thing beaten,” feminine. The sixth form, dâky, masculine, has in this case no proper
signification, and not being wanted, is not used. Individual letters or syllables are largely
employed in combination to give new and even contradictory meanings to a root. Thus n, like
the Latin in, signifies “penetration,” “motion towards,” or simply “remaining in a place,” or,
again, “permanence.” M, like the Latin ab or ex, indicates “motion from.” R expresses
“uncertainty” or “incompleteness,” and is employed to convert a statement into a question, or
a relative pronoun into one of inquiry. G, like the Greek a or anti, generally signifies
“opposition” or “negation;” ca is, as aforesaid, intensitive, and is employed, for example, to
convert âfi, “to breathe,” into câfi, “to speak.” Cr is by itself an interjection of abhorrence or
disgust; in composition it indicates detestation or destruction: thus, crâky signifies “hatred;”
crâvi, “the destruction of life” or “to kill.” L for the most part indicates passivity, but with
different effect according to its place in the word. Thus mepi signifies “to rule;” mepil, “to be
ruled;” melpi, “to control one’s self;” lempi, “to obey.” The signification of roots themselves
is modified by a modification of the principal vowel or consonant, i.e., by exchanging the
original for one closely related. Thus avi, “exist;” âvi, “be,” in the positive sense of being this
or that; afi, “live;” âfi, “breathe.” Z is a diminutive; zin, “with,” often abbreviated to zn,
“combination,” “union.” Thus znaftau means “those who were brought into life together,” or
“brethren.”
I may add, before I quit this subject, that the Martial system of arithmetic differs from ours
principally in the use of a duodecimal instead of a decimal basis. Figures are written on a
surface divided into minute squares, and the value of a figure, whether it signify so many
units, dozens, twelve dozens, and so forth, depends upon the square in which it is placed. The
central square of a line represents the unit’s place, and is marked by a line drawn above it.
Thus a figure answering to our I, if placed in the fourth square to the left, represents 1728. In
the third place to the right, counting the unit square in both cases, it signifies 1/144, and so
forth.
In less than a fortnight I had obtained a general idea of the language, and was able to read
easily the graven representations of spoken sound which I have described; and by the end of a
month (to use a word which had no meaning here) I could speak intelligibly if not freely.
Only in a language so simple could my own anxiety to overcome as soon as possible a fatal
obstacle to all investigation of this new world, and the diligent and patient assistance given by
my host or his son for a great part of every day, have enabled me to make such rapid
progress. I had noted even, during the short evening gatherings when the whole family was
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assembled, the extreme taciturnity of both sexes; and by the time I could make myself
understood, I was not surprised to learn that the Martials have scarcely the idea of what we
mean by conversation, not talking for the sake of talking, or speaking unless they have
something to discuss, explain, or communicate. I found, again, that a new and much more
difficult task, though fortunately one not so indispensable, was still in store for me. The
Martials have two forms of writing: the one I have described, which is simply a mechanical
rendering of spoken words into artificially simplified visible signs; the other, written by hand,
with a fine pencil of some chemical material on a prepared surface, textile or metallic. The
characters of the latter are, like ours wholly arbitrary; but the contractions and abbreviations
are so numerous that the mastery of the mere alphabet, the forty or fifty single letters
employed, is but a single step in the first stage of the hard task of learning to read. In no
country on Earth, except China, is this task half so severe as in Mars. On the other hand,
when it is once mastered, a far superior instrument has been gained; the Martial writing being
a most terse but perfectly legible shorthand. Every Martial can write at least as quickly as he
can speak, and can read the written character more rapidly than the quickest eye can peruse
the best Terrestrial print. Copies, whether of the phonographic or stylographic writing, are
multiplied with extreme facility and perfection. The original, once inscribed in either manner
upon the above-mentioned tafroo or gold-leaf, is placed upon a sheet of a species of linen,
smoother than paper, called difra. A current of electricity sent through the former reproduces
the writing exactly upon the latter, which has been previously steeped in some chemical
composition; the effect apparently depending on the passage of the electricity through the
untouched metal, and its absolute interception by the ink, if I may so call it, of the writing,
which bites deeply into the leaf. This process can be repeated almost ad libitum; and it is
equally easy to take at any time a fresh copy upon tafroo, which serves again for the
reproduction of any number of difra copies. The book, for the convenience of this mode of
reproduction, consists of a single sheet, generally from four to eight inches in breadth and of
any length required. The writing intended to be thus copied is always minute, and is read for
the most part through magnifying spectacles. A roller is attached to each end of the sheet, and
when not in use the latter is wound round that attached to the conclusion. When required for
reading, both rollers are fixed in a stand, and slowly moved by clockwork, which spreads
before the eyes of the reader a length of about four inches at once. The motion is slackened or
quickened at the reader’s pleasure, and can be stopped altogether, by touching a spring.
Another means of reproducing, not merely writings or drawings, but natural objects, consists
in a simple adaptation of the camera obscura. [The only essential difference from our
photographs being that the Martial art reproduces colour as well as outline, I omit this
description.]
While I was practising myself in the Martial language my host turned our experimental
conversations chiefly, if not exclusively, upon Terrestrial subjects; endeavouring to learn all
that I could convey to him of the physical peculiarities of the Earth, of geology, geography,
vegetation, animal life in all its forms, human existence, laws, manners, social and domestic
order. Afterwards, when, at the end of some fifty days, he found that we could converse, if
not with ease yet without fear of serious misapprehension, he took an early opportunity of
explaining to me the causes and circumstances of my unfriendly reception among his people.
“Your size and form,” he said, “startled and surprised them. I gather from what you have told
me that on Earth there are many nations very imperfectly known to one another, with
different dress, language, and manners. This planet is now inhabited by a single race, all
speaking the same tongue, using much the same customs, and differing from one another in
form and size much less widely than (I understand) do men upon your Earth. There you
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might have been taken for a visitor from some strange and unexplored country. Here it was
clear that you were not one of our race, and yet it was inconceivable what else you could be.
We have no giants; the tallest skeleton preserved in our museums is scarcely a hand’s breadth
taller than myself, and does not, of course, approach to your stature. Then, as you have
pointed out, your limbs are longer and your chest smaller in proportion to the rest of the
body; probably because, as you seem to say, your atmosphere is denser than ours, and we
require ampler lungs to inhale the quantity of air necessary at each breath for the oxidation of
the blood. Then you were not dumb, and yet affected not to understand our language and to
speak a different one. No such creature could have existed in this planet without having been
seen, described, and canvassed. You did not, therefore, belong to us. The story you told by
signs was quickly apprehended, and as quickly rejected as an audacious impossibility. It was
an insult to the intelligence of your hearers, and a sufficient ground for suspecting a being of
such size and physical strength of some evil or dangerous design. The mob who first attacked
you were probably only perplexed and irritated; those who subsequently interfered may have
been animated also by scientific curiosity. You would have been well worth anatomisation
and chemical analysis. Your mail-shirt protected you from the shock of the dragon, which
was meant to paralyse and place you at the mercy of your assailants; the metal distributing
the current, and the silken lining resisting its passage. Still, at the moment when I interposed,
you would certainly have been destroyed but for your manoeuvre of laying hold of two of
your immediate escort. Our destructive weapons are far superior to any you possess or have
described. That levelled at you by my neighbour would have sent to ten times your distance a
small ball, which, bursting, would have asphyxiated every living thing for several yards
around. But our laws regarding the use of such weapons are very stringent, and your enemy
dared not imperil the lives of those you held. Those laws would not, he evidently thought,
apply to yourself, who, as he would have affirmed, could not be regarded as a man and an
object of legal protection.”
He explained the motives and conduct of his countrymen with such perfect coolness, such
absence of surprise or indignation, that I felt slightly nettled, and answered sarcastically, “If
the slaughter of strangers whose account of themselves appears improbable be so completely
a matter of course among you, I am at a loss to understand your own interference, and the
treatment I have received from yourself and your family, so utterly opposite in spirit as well
as in form to that I met from everybody else.”
“I do not,” he answered, “always act from the motives in vogue among my fellow-creatures
of this planet; but why and how I differ from them it might not be well to explain. It is for the
moment of more consequence to tell you why you have been kept in some sense a prisoner
here. My neighbours, independently of general laws, are for certain reasons afraid to do me
serious wrong. While in my company or in my dwelling they could hardly attempt your life
without endangering mine or those of my family. If you were seen alone outside my
premises, another attempt, whether by the asphyxiator or by a destructive animal, would
probably be made, and might this time prove successful. Till, therefore, the question of your
humanity and right to the protection of our law is decided by those to whom it has been
submitted, I will beg you not to venture alone beyond the bounds that afford you security;
and to believe that in this request, as in detaining you perforce heretofore, I am acting simply
for your own welfare, and not,” he added, smiling, “with a view to secure the first
opportunity of putting your relation to our race to the tests of the dissecting table and the
laboratory.”
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“But my story explained everything that seemed inexplicable; why was it not believed? It was
assumed that I could not belong to Mars; yet I was a living creature in the flesh, and must
therefore have come from some other planet, as I could hardly be supposed to be an
inhabitant of space.”
“We don’t reason on impossibilities,” replied my friend. “We have a maxim that it is more
probable that any number of witnesses should lie, that the senses of any number of persons
should be deluded, than that a miracle should be true; and by a miracle we mean an
interruption or violation of the known laws of nature.”
“One eminent terrestrial sceptic,” I rejoined, “has said the same thing, and masters of the
science of probabilities have supported his assertion. But a miracle should be a violation not
merely of the known but of all the laws of nature, and until you know all those laws, how can
you tell what is a miracle? The lifting of iron by a magnet—I suppose you have iron and
loadstones here as we have on Earth—was, to the first man who witnessed it, just as complete
a violation of the law of gravity as now appears my voyage through space, accomplished by a
force bearing some relation to that which acts through the magnet.”
“Our philosophers,” he answered, “are probably satisfied that they know nearly all that is to
be known of natural laws and forces; and to delusion or illusion human sense is undeniably
liable.”
“If,” I said, “you cannot trust your senses, you may as well disbelieve in your own existence
and in everything around you, for you know nothing save through those senses which are
liable to illusion. But we know practically that there are limits to illusion. At any rate, your
maxim leads directly and practically to the inference that, since I do not belong to Mars and
cannot have come from any other world, I am not here, and in fact do not exist. Surely it was
somewhat illogical to shoot an illusion and intend to dissect a spectre! Is not a fact the
complete and unanswerable refutation of its impossibility?”
“A good many facts to which I could testify,” he replied, “are in this world confessed
impossibilities, and if my neighbours witnessed them they would pronounce them to be either
impostures or illusions.”
“Then,” said I, somewhat indignantly, “they must prefer inferences from facts to facts
themselves, and the deductions of logic to the evidence of their senses. Yet, if that evidence
be wanting in certainty, then, since no chain can be stronger than its weakest point, inferences
are doubly uncertain; first, because they are drawn from facts reported by sense, and,
secondly, because a flaw in the logic is always possible.”
“Do not repeat that out of doors,” he answered, smiling. “It is not permitted here to doubt the
infallibility of science; and anyone who ventures to affirm persistently a story which science
pronounces impossible (like your voyage through space), if he do not fall at once a victim to
popular piety, would be consigned to the worse than living death of life-long confinement in
a lunatic hospital.”
“In that case I fear very much that I have little chance of being put under the protection of
your laws, since, whatever may be the impression of those who have seen me, everyone else
must inevitably pronounce me non-existent; and a nonentity can hardly be the subject of legal
wrong or have a right to legal redress.”
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“Nor,” he replied, “can there be any need or any right to annihilate that which does not exist.
This alternative may occupy our Courts of Justice, for aught I know, longer than you or I can
hope to live. What I have asked is that, till these have decided between two contradictory
absurdities, you shall be provisionally and without prejudice considered as a human reality
and an object of legal protection.”
“And who,” I asked, “has authority ad interim to decide this point?”
“It was submitted,” he answered, “in the first place, to the Astyntâ (captain, president) who
governs this district; but, as I expected, he declined to pronounce upon it, and referred it to
the Mepta (governor) of the province. Half-an-hour’s argument so bewildered the latter that
he sent the question immediately to the Zamptâ (Regent) of this dominion, and he, after
hearing by telegraph the opening of the case, at once pronounced that, as affecting the entire
planet, it must be decided by the Camptâ or Suzerain. Now this gentleman is impatient of the
dogmatism of the philosophers, who have tried recently to impose upon him one or two new
theoretical rules which would limit the amount of what he calls free will that he practically
enjoys; and as the philosophers are all against you, and as, moreover, he has a strong though
secret hankering after curious phenomena—it would not do to say, after impossibilities—I do
not think he will allow you to be destroyed, at least till he has seen you.”
“Is it possible,” I said, “that even your monarch cherishes a belief in the incredible or
logically impossible, and yet escapes the lunatic asylum with which you threaten me?”
“I should not escape grave consequences were I to attribute to him a heresy so detestable,”
said my host. “Even the Camptâ would not be rash enough to let it be said that he doubts the
infallibility of science, or of public opinion as its exponent. But as it is the worst of offences
to suggest the existence of that which is pronounced impossible or unscientific, the supreme
authority can always, in virtue of the enormity of the guilt, insist on undertaking himself the
executive investigation of all such cases; and generally contrives to have the impossibility, if
a tangible one, brought into the presence either as evidence or as accomplice.”
“Well,” I rejoined, after a few minutes’ reflection, “I don’t know that I have much right to
complain of ideas which, after all, are but the logical development of those which, are finding
constantly more and more favour among our most enlightened nations. I can quite believe,
from what I have seen of our leading scientists, that in another century it may be dangerous in
my own country for my descendants to profess that belief in a Creator and a future life which
I am superstitious enough to prefer to all the revelations of all the material sciences.”
“As you value your life and freedom,” he replied, “don’t speak of such a belief here, save to
the members of my own family, and to those with whom I may tell you you are safe. Such
ideas were held here, almost as generally as you say they now are on Earth, some twelve
thousand years ago, and twenty thousand years ago their profession was compulsory. But for
the last hundred centuries it has been settled that they are utterly fatal to the progress of the
race, to enlightenment, to morality, and to the practical devotion of our energies to the
business of life; and they are not merely disavowed and denounced, but hated with an
earnestness proportioned to the scientific enthusiasm of classes and individuals.”
“But,” said I, “if so long, so severely, and so universally discountenanced, how can their
expression by one man here or there be considered perilous?”
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“Our philosophers say,” he replied, “that the attractiveness of these ideas to certain minds is
such that no reasoning, no demonstration of their absurdity, will prevent their exercising a
mischievous influence upon weak, and especially upon feminine natures; and perhaps the
suspicion that they are still held in secret may contribute to keep alive the bitterness with
which they are repudiated and repressed. But if they are so held, if there be any who believe
that the order of the universe was at first established, and that its active forces are still
sustained and governed, by a conscious Intelligence—if there be those who think that they
have proof positive of the continued existence of human beings after death—their secret has
been well kept. For very many centuries have elapsed since the last victim of such delusions,
as they were solemnly pronounced by public vote in the reign of the four-hundredth
predecessor of the present Camptâ, was sent as incurable to the dangerous ward of our
strictest hospital for the insane.”
A tone of irony, and at the same time an air of guarded reserve, seemed to pervade all my
host’s remarks on this subject, and I perceived that for some reason it was so unpleasant to
him that courtesy obliged me to drop it. I put, therefore, to turn the conversation, some
questions as to the political organisation of which his words had afforded me a glimpse; and
in reply he undertook to give me a summary of the political history of his planet during the
last few hundred generations.
“If,” he said, “in giving you this sketch of the process by which our present social order has
been established, I should mention a class or party who have stood at certain times distinctly
apart from or in opposition to the majority, I must, in the first place, beg you to ask no
questions about them, and in the next not to repeat incautiously the little I may tell you, or to
show, by asking questions of others, what you have heard from me.”
I gave my promise frankly, of course, and he then gave me the following sketch of Martial
history: —
We date events from the union of all races and nations in a single State, a union which was
formally established 13,218 years ago. At that time the large majority of the inhabitants of
this planet possessed no other property than their houses, clothes, and tools, their furniture,
and a few other trifles. The land was owned by fewer than 400,000 proprietors. Those who
possessed movable wealth may have numbered thrice as many. Political and social power
was in the hands of the owners of property, and of those, generally connected with them by
birth or marriage, who were at any rate not dependent on manual labour for their bread. But
among these there were divisions and factions on various questions more or less trivial, none
of them approaching in importance or interest to the fundamental and irreconcilable conflict
sure one day to arise between those who had accumulated wealth and those who had not. To
gain their ends in one or another of these frivolous quarrels, each party in turn admitted to
political influence section after section of what you call the proletariat; till in the year 3278
universal suffrage was granted, every man and woman over the age of twelve years [6] being
entitled to a single and equal vote.
About the same time the change in opinion of which I have spoken had taken general effect,
and the vast majority of the men, at any rate, had ceased to believe in a future life wherein the
inequalities and iniquities of this might be redressed. It followed that they were fiercely
impatient of hardships and suffering, especially such as they thought might be redressed by
political and social changes. The leaders of the multitude, for the most part men belonging to
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the propertied classes who had either wasted their wealth or never possessed any, demanded
the abolition of private ownership, first of land, then of movable wealth; a demand which
fiercely excited the passions of those who possessed neither, and as bitterly provoked the
anger and alarm of those who did. The struggle raged for some generations and ended by an
appeal to the sword; in which, since the force of the State was by law in the hands of the
majority, the intelligent, thrifty, careful owners of property with their adherents were signally
defeated. Universal communism was established in 3412, none being permitted to own, or
even to claim, the exclusive use of any portion of the planet’s surface, or of any other
property except the share of food and clothing allotted to him. One only privilege was
allowed to certain sectaries who still clung to the habits of the past, to the permanence and
privacy of family life. They were permitted to have houses or portions of houses to
themselves, and to live there on the share of the public produce allotted to the several
members of each household. It had been assumed as matter of course by the majority that
when everyone was forced to work there would be more than enough for all; that public
spirit, and if necessary coercion, would prove as effectual stimulants to exertion and industry
as interest and necessity had done under the system of private ownership.
Those who relied on the refutation of this theory forgot that with poor and suffering men who
look to no future, and acknowledge no law but such as is created by their own capricious will
and pleasure, envy is even a more powerful passion than greed. The Many preferred that
wealth and luxury should be destroyed, rather than that they should be the exclusive
possession of the Few. The first and most visible effect of Communism was the utter
disappearance of all perishable luxuries, of all food, clothing, furniture, better than that
enjoyed by the poorest. Whatever could not be produced in quantities sufficient to give each
an appreciable share was not produced at all. Next, the quarrels arising out of the
apportionment of labour were bitter, constant, and savage. Only a grinding despotism could
compose them, and those who wielded such despotism for a short time excited during the
period of their rule such fierce and universal hatred, that they were invariably overturned and
almost invariably murdered before their very brief legal term of office had closed. It was not
only that those engaged in the same kind of labour quarrelled over the task assigned to each,
whether allotted in proportion to his strength, or to the difficulty of his labour, or by lot
equally to all. Those to whom the less agreeable employments were assigned rebelled or
murmured, and at last it was necessary to substitute rotation for division of labour, since no
one would admit that he was best fitted for the lower or less agreeable. Of course we thus
wasted silver tools in doing the work of iron, and reduced enormously the general production
of wealth. Next, it was found that since one man’s industry or idleness could produce no
appreciable effect upon the general wealth, still less upon the particular share assigned to
him, every man was as idle as the envy and jealousy of his neighbours would allow. Finally,
as the produce annually diminished and the number of mouths to be fed became a serious
consideration, the parents of many children were regarded as public enemies. The entire
independence of women, as equal citizens, with no recognised relation to individual men, was
the inevitable outcome, logically and practically, of the Communistic principle; but this only
made matters worse. Attempts were of course made to restrain multiplication by law, but this
brought about inquisitions so utterly intolerable that human nature revolted against them. The
sectaries I have mentioned—around whom, without adopting or even understanding their
principles, gradually gathered all the better elements of society, every man of intellect and
spirit who had not been murdered, with a still larger proportion of women—seceded
separately or in considerable numbers at once; established themselves in those parts of the
planet whose less fertile soil or less genial climate had caused them to be abandoned, and
there organised societies on the old principles of private ownership and the permanence of
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household ties. By and by, as they visibly prospered, they attracted the envy and greed of the
Communists. They worked under whatever disadvantage could be inflicted by climate and
soil, but they had a much more than countervailing advantage in mutual attachment, in
freedom from the bitter passions necessarily excited by the jealousy and incessant mutual
interference inseparable from the Communistic system, and in their escape from the caprice
and instability of popular government—these societies, whether from wisdom or mere
reaction, submitting to the rule of one or a few chief magistrates selected by the natural
leaders of each community. Moreover, they had not merely the adhesion of all the more able,
ambitious, and intellectual who seceded from a republic in which neither talent nor industry
could give comfort or advantage, but also the full benefit of inventive genius, stimulated by
the hope of wealth in addition to whatever public spirit the habits of Communism had not
extinguished. They systematically encouraged the cultivation of science, which the
Communists had very early put down as a withdrawal of energy from the labour due to the
community at large. They had a monopoly of machinery, of improvement, of invention both
in agriculture, in manufactures, and in self-defence. They devised weapons far more
destructive than those possessed by the old régime, and still more superior to such as, after
centuries of anarchy and decline, the Communists were able to procure. Finally, when
assailed by the latter, vast superiority of numbers was annulled by immeasurable superiority
in weapons and in discipline. The secessionists were animated, too, by a bitter resentment
against their assailants, as the authors of the general ruin and of much individual suffering;
and when the victory was gained, they not infrequently improved it to the utter destruction of
all who had taken part in the attack. Whichever side were most to blame in the feud, no
quarter was given by either. It was an internecine war of numbers, ignorance, and anarchy
against science and order. On both sides there still remained much of the spirit generated in
times when life was less precious than the valour by which alone it could be held, and
preserved through milder ages by the belief that death was not annihilation—enough to give
to both parties courage to sacrifice their lives for the victory of their cause and the destruction
of their enemies. But after a few crushing defeats, the Communists were compelled to sue for
peace, and to cede a large part of their richest territory. Driven back into their own chaotic
misery, deterred by merciless punishment from further invasion of their neighbours’
dominions, they had leisure to contrast their wretched condition with that of those who
prospered under the restored system of private ownership, family interest, strong, orderly,
permanent government, material and intellectual civilisation. Machinery did for the new
State, into which the seceding societies were consolidated by the necessity of self-defence,
much more than it had done before Communism declared war on it. The same envy which, if
war had been any longer possible, would have urged the Communists again and again to
plunder the wealth that contrasted so forcibly their own increasing poverty, now humbled
them to admire and covet the means which had produced it. At last, after bitter intestine
struggles, they voluntarily submitted to the rule of their rivals, and entreated the latter to
accept them as subjects and pupils. Thus in the 39th century order and property were once
more established throughout the planet.
“But, as I have said, what you call religion had altogether disappeared—had ceased, at least
as an avowed principle, to affect the ideas and conduct of society or of individuals. The reestablishment of peace and order concentrated men’s energies on the production of material
wealth and the achievement of physical comfort and ease. Looking forward to nothing after
death, they could only make the best of the short life permitted to them and do their utmost to
lengthen it. In the assurance of speedy separation, affection became a source of much more
anxiety and sorrow than happiness. All ties being precarious and their endurance short, their
force became less and less; till the utmost enjoyment of the longest possible life for himself
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became the sole, or almost the sole, animating motive, the one paramount interest, of each
individual. The equality which logic had established between the sexes dissolved the family
tie. It was impossible for law to dictate the conditions on which two free and equal
individuals should live together, merely because they differed in sex. All the State could do it
did; it insisted on a provision for the children. But when parental affection was extinguished,
such provision could only be secured by handing over the infant and its portion to the
guardianship of the State. As children were troublesome and noisy, the practice of giving
them up to public officers to be brought up in vast nurseries regulated on the strictest
scientific principles became the general rule, and was soon regarded as a duty; what was at
first almost openly avowed selfishness soon justifying and glorifying itself on the ground that
the children were better off under the care of those whose undivided attention was given to
them, and in establishments where everything was regulated with sole regard to their welfare,
than they could be at home. No law compels us to send our children to these establishments.
In rare cases a favourite will persuade her lord to retain her pet son and make him heir, but
both the Courts and public opinion discountenance this practice. Some families, like my own,
systematically retain their children and educate them at home; but it is generally thought that
in doing so we do them a wrong, and our neighbours look askance upon so signal a deviation
from custom; the more so, perhaps, that they half suspect us of dissenting from their views on
other subjects, on which our opinions do not so directly or so obviously affect our conduct,
and on which therefore we are not so easily convicted of free choice” [heresy]. Here I
inquired whether the birth and parentage of the children sent to the public establishments
were registered, so as to permit their being reclaimed or inheriting property.
“No,” he replied. “Inheritance by mere descent is a notion no longer favoured. I believe that
young mothers sometimes, before parting with their children, impress upon them some
indelible mark by which it may be possible hereafter to recognise them; but such recognitions
seldom occur. Maternal affection is discountenanced as a purely animal instinct, a survival
from a lower grade of organisation, and does not generally outlast a ten years’ separation;
while paternal love is utterly scouted as an absurdity to which even the higher animals are not
subject. Boys are kept in the public establishments until the age of twelve, those from ten to
twelve being separated from the younger ones and passing through the higher education in
separate colleges. The girls are educated apart till they complete their tenth year, and are
almost invariably married in the course of the next. At first, under the influence of the theory
of sexual equality, both received their intellectual instruction in the same classes and passed
through the same examinations. Separation was soon found necessary; but still girls passed
through the same intellectual training as their brothers. Experience, however, showed that this
would not answer. Those girls who distinguished themselves in the examinations were, with
scarcely an exception, found unattractive as wives and unfit to be mothers. A very much
larger number, a number increasing in every generation, suffered unmistakably from the
severity of the mental discipline to which they were subjected. The advocates of female
equality made a very hard fight for equal culture; but the physical consequences were
perfectly clear and perfectly intolerable. When a point was reached at which one half the girls
of each generation were rendered invalids for life, and the other half protected only by a
dense stupidity or volatile idleness which no school punishments could overcome, the
Equalists were driven from one untenable point to another, and forced at last to demand a
reduction of the masculine standard of education to the level of feminine capacities. Upon
this ground they took their last stand, and were hopelessly beaten. The reaction was so
complete that for the last two hundred and forty generations, the standard of female education
has been lowered to that which by general confession ordinary female brains can stand
without injury to the physique. The practical consequences of sexual equality have re75

established in a more absolute form than ever the principle that the first purpose of female life
is marriage and maternity; and that, for their own sakes as for the sake of each successive
generation, women should be so trained as to be attractive wives and mothers of healthy
children, all other considerations being subordinated to these. A certain small number of
ladies avail themselves of the legal equality they still enjoy, and live in the world much as
men. But we regard them as third-rate men in petticoats, hardly as women at all. Marriage
with one of them is the last resource to which a man too idle or too foolish to earn his own
living will betake himself. Whatever their education, our women have always found that such
independence as they could earn by hard work was less satisfactory than the dependence,
coupled with assured comfort and ease, which they enjoy as the consorts, playthings, or
slaves of the other sex; and they are only too glad to barter their legal equality for the
certainty of protection, indolence, and permanent support.”
“Then your marriages,” I said, “are permanent?”
“Not by law,” he replied. “Nothing like what our remote ancestors called marriage is
recognised at all. The maidens who come of age each year sell themselves by a sort of
auction, those who purchase them arranging with the girls themselves the terms on which the
latter will enter their family. Custom has fixed the general conditions which every girl
expects, and which only the least attractive are forced to forego. They are promised a
permanent maintenance from their master’s estate, and promise in return a fixed term of
marriage. After two or three years they are free to rescind the contract; after ten or twelve
they may leave their husbands with a stipulated pension. They receive an allowance for dress
and so forth proportionate to their personal attractions or to the fancy of the suitor; and of
course the richest men can offer the best terms, and generally secure the most agreeable
wives, in whatever number they please or think they can without inconvenience support.”
“Then,” I said, “the women can divorce themselves at pleasure, but the men cannot dismiss
them! This hardly looks like equality.”
“The practical result,” he answered, “is that men don’t care for a release which would part
them from complaisant slaves, and that women dare not seek a divorce which can only hand
them over to another master on rather worse terms. When the longer term has expired, the
latter almost always prefer the servitude to which they are accustomed to an independent life
of solitude and friendlessness.”
“And what becomes,” I asked, “of the younger men who must enter the world without
property, without parents or protectors?”
“We are, after youth has passed, an indolent race. We hardly care, as a rule, to cultivate our
fields or direct our factories; but prefer devoting the latter half at least of our lives to a
somewhat easy-going cultivation of that division of science which takes hold of our fancy.
These divisions are such as your conversation leads me to think you would probably consider
absurdly minute. A single class of insects, a single family of plants, the habits of one race of
fishes, suffice for the exclusive study of half a lifetime. Minds of a more active or more
practical bent will spend an equal time over the construction of a new machine more
absolutely automatic than any that has preceded it. Physical labour is thrown as much as
possible on the young; and even they are now so helped by machinery and by trained
animals, that the eight hours’ work which forms their day’s labour hardly tires their muscles.
Our tastes render us very anxious to devolve upon others as soon as possible the preservation
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and development of the property we have acquired. A man of moderate means, long before
he has reached his thirtieth [7] year, generally seeks one assistant; men of larger fortune may
want two, five, or ten. These are chosen, as a rule, by preference from those who have passed
the most stringent and successful collegiate examination. Martial parents are not prolific, and
the mortality in our public nurseries is very large. I impute it to moral influences, since the
chief cause of death is low vitality, marked nervous depression and want of animal spirits,
such as the total absence of personal tenderness and sympathy must produce in children. It is
popularly ascribed to the over-cultivation of the race, as plants and animals highly civilised—
that is, greatly modified and bred to an artificial excellence by human agency—are certainly
delicate, unprolific, and especially difficult to rear. There is little disease in the nurseries, but
there is little health and a deficiency of nervous energy. One fact is significant, however
interpreted, and bears directly on your last question. Since the wide extension of polygamy,
female births are to male about as seven to six; but the deaths in public nurseries between the
first and tenth years are twenty-nine in twelve dozen admissions in the stronger sex, and only
about ten in the weaker. Read these facts as we may, they ensure employment to the young
men when their education is completed—the two last years of severe study adding somewhat
to the mortality among them.
“A large number find employment in superintending the property of others. To give them a
practical interest in its preservation and improvement, they are generally, after a shorter or
longer probation, adopted by their employers as heirs to their estate; our experience of
Communism having taught us that immediate and obvious self-interest is the only motive that
certainly and seriously affects human action. The distance at which they are kept, and the
absolute seclusion of our family life, enables us easily to secure ourselves against any overanxiety on their part to anticipate their inheritance. The minority who do not thus find a
regular place in society are employed in factories, as artisans, or on the lands belonging to the
State. To ensure their zeal, the last receive a fixed proportion of the produce, or are permitted
to rent land at fixed rates, and at the end of ten years receive a part thereof in full property.
By these means we are free from all the dangers and difficulties of that state of society which
preceded the Communistic cataclysm. We have poor men, and men who can live only by
daily labour; but these have dissipated their wealth, or are looking forward at no very distant
period to a sufficient competence. The entire population of our planet does not exceed two
hundred millions, and is not much increased from generation to generation. The area of
cultivable land is about ten millions of square miles, and half a square mile in these equatorial
continents, which alone are at all generally inhabited, will, if well cultivated and cared for,
furnish the largest household with every luxury that man’s heart can desire. Eight hours’
labour in the day for ten years of life will secure to the least fortunate a reasonable
competence; and an ambitious man, with quick intelligence and reasonable industry, may
always hope to become rich, if he thinks wealth worth the labour of invention or of
exceptionally troublesome work.”
“Mars ought, then,” I said, “to be a material paradise. You have attained nearly all that our
most advanced political economists regard as the perfection of economical order—a
population nearly stationary, and a soil much more than adequate to their support; a general
distribution of property, total absence of permanent poverty, and freedom from that gnawing
anxiety regarding the future of ourselves or our children which is the great evil of life upon
Earth and the opprobrium of our social arrangements. You have carried out, moreover, the
doctrines of our most advanced philosophers; you have absolute equality before the law,
competitive examination among the young for the best start in life, with equal chances
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wherever equality is possible; and again, perfect freedom and full legal equality as regards
the relations of the sexes. Are your countrymen satisfied with the results?”
“Yes,” answered my host, “in so far, at least, that they have no wish to change them, no idea
that any great social or political reforms could improve our condition. Our lesson in
Communism has rendered all agitation on such matters, all tendency to democratic
institutions, all appeals to popular passions, utterly odious and alarming to us. But that we are
happy I will venture neither to affirm nor to deny. Physically, no doubt, we have great
advantages over you, if I rightly understand your description of life on Earth. We have got rid
of old age, and, to a great extent, of disease. Many of our scientists persist in the hope to get
rid of death; but, since all that has been accomplished in this direction was accomplished
some two thousand years back, and yet we continue to die, general opinion hardly concurs in
this hope.”
“How do you mean,” I inquired, “that you have got rid of old age and of disease?”
“We have,” he replied, “learned pretty fully the chemistry of life. We have found remedies
for that hardening of the bones and weakening of the muscles which used to be the physical
characteristics of declining years. Our hair no longer whitens; our teeth, if they decay, are
now removed and naturally replaced by new ones; our eyes retain to the last the clearness of
their sight. A famous physician of five thousand years back said in controversy on this
subject, that ‘the clock was not made to go for ever;’ by which he meant that human bodies,
like the materials of machines, wore out by lapse of time. In his day this was true, since it was
impossible fully to repair the waste and physical wear and tear of the human frame. This is no
longer so. The clock does not wear out, but it goes more and more slowly and irregularly, and
stops at last for some reason that the most skilful inspection cannot discover. The body of
him who dies, as we say, ‘by efflux of time’ at the age of fifty is as perfect as it was at fiveand twenty. [8] Yet few men live to be fifty-five, [9] and most have ceased to take much
interest in practical life, or even in science, by forty-five.” [10]
“That seems strange,” I said. “If no foreign body gets into the machinery, and the machinery
itself does not wear out, it is difficult to understand why the clock should cease to go.”
“Would not some of your race,” he asked, “explain the mystery by suggesting that the human
frame is not a clock, but contains, and owes its life to, an essence beyond the reach of the
scalpel, the microscope, and the laboratory?”
“They hold that it is so. But then it is not the soul but the body that is worn out in seventy or
eighty of the Earth’s revolutions.”
“Ay,” he said; “but if man were such a duplex being, it might be that the wearing out of the
body was necessary, and had been adapted to release the soul when it had completed its
appropriate term of service in the flesh.”
I could not answer this question, and he did not pursue the theme. Presently I inquired, “If
you allow no appeal to popular feeling or passion, to what was I so nearly the victim? And
what is the terrorism that makes it dangerous to avow a credulity or incredulity opposed to
received opinion?”
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“Scientific controversies,” he replied, “enlist our strongest and angriest feelings. It is held that
only wickedness or lunacy can resist the evidence that has convinced a vast majority. By
arithmetical calculation the chances that twelve men are wrong and twelve thousand [11]
right, on a matter of inductive or deductive proof, are found to amount to what must be taken
for practical certainty; and when the twelve still hold out, they are regarded as madmen or
knaves, and treated accordingly by their fellows. If it be thought desirable to invoke a legal
settlement of the issue, a council of all the overseers of our scientific colleges is called, and
its decision is by law irrevocable and infallible, especially if ratified by the popular voice.
And if a majority vote be worth anything at all, I think this modern theory at least as sound as
the democratic theory of politics which prevailed here before the Communistic revolution,
and which seems by your account to be gaining ground on Earth.”
“And what,” I inquired, “is your political constitution? What are the powers of your rulers;
and how, in the absence of public discussion and popular suffrage, are they practically
limited?”
“In theory they are unlimited,” he answered; “in practice they are limited by custom, by
caution, and, above all, by the lack of motives for misrule. The authority of each prince over
those under him, from the Sovereign to the local president or captain, is absolute. But the
Executive leaves ordinary matters of civil or criminal law to the Courts of Justice. Cases are
tried by trained judges; the old democratic usage of employing untrained juries having been
long ago discarded, as a worse superstition than simple decision by lot. The lot is right twelve
times in two dozen; the jury not oftener than half-a-dozen times. The judges don’t heat or
bias their minds by discussion. They hear all that can be elicited from parties, accuser,
accused, and witnesses, and all that skilled advocates can say. Then the secretary of the Court
draws up a summary of the case, each judge takes it home to consider, each writes out his
judgment, which is read by the secretary, none but the author knowing whose it is. If the
majority be five to two, judgment is given; if less, the case is tried again before a higher
tribunal of twice as many judges. If no decision can be reached, the accused is acquitted for
the time, or, in a civil dispute, a compromise is imposed. The rulers cannot, without incurring
such general anger as would be fatal to their power, disregard our fundamental laws. Gross
tyranny to individuals is too dangerous to be carried far. It is a capital crime for any but the
officers of the Sovereign and of the twelve Regents to possess the fearfully destructive
weapons that brought our last wars to an end. But any man, driven to desperation, can
construct and use similar weapons so easily that no ruler will drive a man to such revengeful
despair. Again, the tyranny of subordinate officials would be checked by their chief, who
would be angry at being troubled and endangered by misconduct in which he had no direct
interest. And finally, personal malice is not a strong passion among us; and our manners
render it unlikely that a ruler should come into such collision with any of his subjects as
would engender such a feeling. Of those immediately about him, he can and does at once get
rid as soon as he begins to dislike, and before he has cause to hate them. It is our maxim that
greed of wealth or lust of power are the chief motives of tyranny. Our rulers cannot well hope
to extend a power already autocratic, and we take care to leave them nothing to covet in the
way of wealth. We can afford to give them all that they can desire of luxury and splendour.
To enrich to the uttermost a few dozen governors costs us nothing comparable to the cost of
democracy, with its inseparable party conflicts, maladministration, neglect, and confusion.”
“A clever writer on Earth lately remarked that it would be easy to satiate princes with all
personal enjoyments, but impossible to satiate all their hangers-on, or even all the members
of their family.”
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“You must remember,” he replied, “that we have here, save in such exceptional cases as my
own, nothing like what you call a family. The ladies of a prince’s house have everything they
can wish for within their bounds and cannot go outside of these. As for dependents, no man
here, at least of such as are likely to be rulers, cares for his nearest and dearest friends enough
to incur personal peril, public displeasure, or private resentment on their account. The
officials around a ruler’s person are few in number, so that we can afford to make their places
too comfortable and too valuable to be lightly risked. Neglect, again, is pretty sure to be
punished by superior authority. Activity in the promotion of public objects is the only interest
left to princes, while tyranny is, for the reasons I have given, too dangerous to be carried far.”
CONTINUES NEXT WEEK
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THE WAR OF THE WORLDS by HG Wells
Book One: The Coming of The Martians
Chapter Ten: In The Storm
Leatherhead is about twelve miles from Maybury Hill. The scent of hay was in the air
through the lush meadows beyond Pyrford, and the hedges on either side were sweet and gay
with multitudes of dog-roses. The heavy firing that had broken out while we were driving
down Maybury Hill ceased as abruptly as it began, leaving the evening very peaceful and
still. We got to Leatherhead without misadventure about nine o’clock, and the horse had an
hour’s rest while I took supper with my cousins and commended my wife to their care.
My wife was curiously silent throughout the drive, and seemed oppressed with forebodings of
evil. I talked to her reassuringly, pointing out that the Martians were tied to the Pit by sheer
heaviness, and at the utmost could but crawl a little out of it; but she answered only in
monosyllables. Had it not been for my promise to the innkeeper, she would, I think, have
urged me to stay in Leatherhead that night. Would that I had! Her face, I remember, was very
white as we parted.
For my own part, I had been feverishly excited all day. Something very like the war fever that
occasionally runs through a civilised community had got into my blood, and in my heart I
was not so very sorry that I had to return to Maybury that night. I was even afraid that that
last fusillade I had heard might mean the extermination of our invaders from Mars. I can best
express my state of mind by saying that I wanted to be in at the death.
It was nearly eleven when I started to return. The night was unexpectedly dark; to me,
walking out of the lighted passage of my cousins’ house, it seemed indeed black, and it was
as hot and close as the day. Overhead the clouds were driving fast, albeit not a breath stirred
the shrubs about us. My cousins’ man lit both lamps. Happily, I knew the road intimately. My
wife stood in the light of the doorway, and watched me until I jumped up into the dog cart.
Then abruptly she turned and went in, leaving my cousins side by side wishing me good hap.
I was a little depressed at first with the contagion of my wife’s fears, but very soon my
thoughts reverted to the Martians. At that time I was absolutely in the dark as to the course of
the evening’s fighting. I did not know even the circumstances that had precipitated the
conflict. As I came through Ockham (for that was the way I returned, and not through Send
and Old Woking) I saw along the western horizon a blood-red glow, which as I drew nearer,
crept slowly up the sky. The driving clouds of the gathering thunderstorm mingled there with
masses of black and red smoke.
Ripley Street was deserted, and except for a lighted window or so the village showed not a
sign of life; but I narrowly escaped an accident at the corner of the road to Pyrford, where a
knot of people stood with their backs to me. They said nothing to me as I passed. I do not
know what they knew of the things happening beyond the hill, nor do I know if the silent
houses I passed on my way were sleeping securely, or deserted and empty, or harassed and
watching against the terror of the night.
From Ripley until I came through Pyrford I was in the valley of the Wey, and the red glare
was hidden from me. As I ascended the little hill beyond Pyrford Church the glare came into
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view again, and the trees about me shivered with the first intimation of the storm that was
upon me. Then I heard midnight pealing out from Pyrford Church behind me, and then came
the silhouette of Maybury Hill, with its tree-tops and roofs black and sharp against the red.
Even as I beheld this a lurid green glare lit the road about me and showed the distant woods
towards Addlestone. I felt a tug at the reins. I saw that the driving clouds had been pierced as
it were by a thread of green fire, suddenly lighting their confusion and falling into the field to
my left. It was the third falling star!
Close on its apparition, and blindingly violet by contrast, danced out the first lightning of the
gathering storm, and the thunder burst like a rocket overhead. The horse took the bit between
his teeth and bolted.
A moderate incline runs towards the foot of Maybury Hill, and down this we clattered. Once
the lightning had begun, it went on in as rapid a succession of flashes as I have ever seen. The
thunderclaps, treading one on the heels of another and with a strange crackling
accompaniment, sounded more like the working of a gigantic electric machine than the usual
detonating reverberations. The flickering light was blinding and confusing, and a thin hail
smote gustily at my face as I drove down the slope.
At first I regarded little but the road before me, and then abruptly my attention was arrested
by something that was moving rapidly down the opposite slope of Maybury Hill. At first I
took it for the wet roof of a house, but one flash following another showed it to be in swift
rolling movement. It was an elusive vision--a moment of bewildering darkness, and then, in a
flash like daylight, the red masses of the Orphanage near the crest of the hill, the green tops
of the pine trees, and this problematical object came out clear and sharp and bright.
And this Thing I saw! How can I describe it? A monstrous tripod, higher than many houses,
striding over the young pine trees, and smashing them aside in its career; a walking engine of
glittering metal, striding now across the heather; articulate ropes of steel dangling from it, and
the clattering tumult of its passage mingling with the riot of the thunder. A flash, and it came
out vividly, heeling over one way with two feet in the air, to vanish and reappear almost
instantly as it seemed, with the next flash, a hundred yards nearer. Can you imagine a milking
stool tilted and bowled violently along the ground? That was the impression those instant
flashes gave. But instead of a milking stool imagine it a great body of machinery on a tripod
stand.
Then suddenly the trees in the pine wood ahead of me were parted, as brittle reeds are parted
by a man thrusting through them; they were snapped off and driven headlong, and a second
huge tripod appeared, rushing, as it seemed, headlong towards me. And I was galloping hard
to meet it! At the sight of the second monster my nerve went altogether. Not stopping to look
again, I wrenched the horse’s head hard round to the right and in another moment the dog cart
had heeled over upon the horse; the shafts smashed noisily, and I was flung sideways and fell
heavily into a shallow pool of water.
I crawled out almost immediately, and crouched, my feet still in the water, under a clump of
furze. The horse lay motionless (his neck was broken, poor brute!) and by the lightning
flashes I saw the black bulk of the overturned dog cart and the silhouette of the wheel still
spinning slowly. In another moment the colossal mechanism went striding by me, and passed
uphill towards Pyrford.
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Seen nearer, the Thing was incredibly strange, for it was no mere insensate machine driving
on its way. Machine it was, with a ringing metallic pace, and long, flexible, glittering
tentacles (one of which gripped a young pine tree) swinging and rattling about its strange
body. It picked its road as it went striding along, and the brazen hood that surmounted it
moved to and fro with the inevitable suggestion of a head looking about. Behind the main
body was a huge mass of white metal like a gigantic fisherman’s basket, and puffs of green
smoke squirted out from the joints of the limbs as the monster swept by me. And in an instant
it was gone.
So much I saw then, all vaguely for the flickering of the lightning, in blinding highlights and
dense black shadows.
As it passed it set up an exultant deafening howl that drowned the thunder--”Aloo! Aloo!”-and in another minute it was with its companion, half a mile away, stooping over something
in the field. I have no doubt this Thing in the field was the third of the ten cylinders they had
fired at us from Mars.
For some minutes I lay there in the rain and darkness watching, by the intermittent light,
these monstrous beings of metal moving about in the distance over the hedge tops. A thin hail
was now beginning, and as it came and went their figures grew misty and then flashed into
clearness again. Now and then came a gap in the lightning, and the night swallowed them up.
I was soaked with hail above and puddle water below. It was some time before my blank
astonishment would let me struggle up the bank to a drier position, or think at all of my
imminent peril.
Not far from me was a little one-roomed squatter’s hut of wood, surrounded by a patch of
potato garden. I struggled to my feet at last, and, crouching and making use of every chance
of cover, I made a run for this. I hammered at the door, but I could not make the people hear
(if there were any people inside), and after a time I desisted, and, availing myself of a ditch
for the greater part of the way, succeeded in crawling, unobserved by these monstrous
machines, into the pine woods towards Maybury.
Under cover of this I pushed on, wet and shivering now, towards my own house. I walked
among the trees trying to find the footpath. It was very dark indeed in the wood, for the
lightning was now becoming infrequent, and the hail, which was pouring down in a torrent,
fell in columns through the gaps in the heavy foliage.
If I had fully realised the meaning of all the things I had seen I should have immediately
worked my way round through Byfleet to Street Cobham, and so gone back to rejoin my wife
at Leatherhead. But that night the strangeness of things about me, and my physical
wretchedness, prevented me, for I was bruised, weary, wet to the skin, deafened and blinded
by the storm.
I had a vague idea of going on to my own house, and that was as much motive as I had. I
staggered through the trees, fell into a ditch and bruised my knees against a plank, and finally
splashed out into the lane that ran down from the College Arms. I say splashed, for the storm
water was sweeping the sand down the hill in a muddy torrent. There in the darkness a man
blundered into me and sent me reeling back.
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He gave a cry of terror, sprang sideways, and rushed on before I could gather my wits
sufficiently to speak to him. So heavy was the stress of the storm just at this place that I had
the hardest task to win my way up the hill. I went close up to the fence on the left and worked
my way along its palings.
Near the top I stumbled upon something soft, and, by a flash of lightning, saw between my
feet a heap of black broadcloth and a pair of boots. Before I could distinguish clearly how the
man lay, the flicker of light had passed. I stood over him waiting for the next flash. When it
came, I saw that he was a sturdy man, cheaply but not shabbily dressed; his head was bent
under his body, and he lay crumpled up close to the fence, as though he had been flung
violently against it.
Overcoming the repugnance natural to one who had never before touched a dead body, I
stooped and turned him over to feel for his heart. He was quite dead. Apparently his neck had
been broken. The lightning flashed for a third time, and his face leaped upon me. I sprang to
my feet. It was the landlord of the Spotted Dog, whose conveyance I had taken.
I stepped over him gingerly and pushed on up the hill. I made my way by the police station
and the College Arms towards my own house. Nothing was burning on the hillside, though
from the common there still came a red glare and a rolling tumult of ruddy smoke beating up
against the drenching hail. So far as I could see by the flashes, the houses about me were
mostly uninjured. By the College Arms a dark heap lay in the road.
Down the road towards Maybury Bridge there were voices and the sound of feet, but I had
not the courage to shout or to go to them. I let myself in with my latchkey, closed, locked and
bolted the door, staggered to the foot of the staircase, and sat down. My imagination was full
of those striding metallic monsters, and of the dead body smashed against the fence.
I crouched at the foot of the staircase with my back to the wall, shivering violently.
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